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I’ve always been a curious person who is obsessed with knowing
stories and having knowledge on really anything—from practical
information to meaningless trivia. When I was younger, I would
read almanacs page by page, from the cover to the back. For example, I learned that male foxes are called dogs, and marine
clams are the longest lived animals. There were many things I
found to be valuable to know, but other things, not so much.
However, I was still fascinated by the facts I discovered. Growing
up, in a true millennial fashion, I began embarking on aimless
browsing sessions on the Internet, and I moved on to Wikipedia.
The “random article” button was my friend, and I could care less
about the trivia subject. Whether it was about the most popular
official state insect (European honeybee) or the world’s smallest
mammal (Kitti’s hog-nosed bat at about 1.1 inch), it did not matter. Needless to say, watching game shows such as “Who Wants
to Be a Millionaire?” and “Jeopardy!” were also on my list of favorite pastimes.
My curiosity eventually shaped into a love and obsession with
stories. Names may easily be mistaken, faces may become blurry
over time, but people are not easily forgotten if you take the time
to learn their stories. Everyone has his or her own, and it is up to
us if we want to share and to listen—we are all curators of our
own brand. The name Ray Tomlinson may not bring familiarity to
many people, but if someone mentions the inventor of the @
symbol, then it all becomes clear.
As we transitioned through our adolescent years into our early
adult selves, we were constantly placed in environments where
many temporary bonds were formed. Out of convenience, spontaneity and perhaps loneliness, we made friends easily. Some
were meant to last for the semester, and that is all right. But real
relationships are built by understanding one another and telling
stories—of your passions, your dreams and your fears. These are
the people we will remember decades later, and these people become parts of our stories as well.
Your net worth in this world is as much as your story. How
much of your successes you want to display and how much of
your failures you want to reveal are decisions you can make. If
you tell people the things you are proud of, chances are, you can
become an inspiration to someone else. Even if you helped just
one person, you have done the job.
In order to become more tolerant of others, it is important to
learn more about the world and the people, places and happenings around you. This is what this magazine and the stories are
about. We hope we serve as your almanac to La Verne life—the
past that leads to today, and the current events going on in the
community. We hope we pique your curiosity.

Cody Luk, Editor-in-Chief

Rita Thakur moves theory to
practice in giving her students
real world success
BY CODY LUK PHOTOGRAPHY BY KARLA RENDON
DESIGN BY MELANIE LOON

randon Edwards, University of La Verne senior, faces
a dilemma. He is gauging business decision risks on a
theoretical operational management and information
technology level. But this is not a classroom exercise.
For him and the company he represents, it is real. Brandon
is evaluating Joel’s Automotive Repair in Upland, California,
which volunteered to have a team of La Verne students use
value chain analysis and management information systems
to optimize business processes and thereby minimize costs.
The results will mean more profits.
Brandon, a business administration major with a concentration in finance, also is immersed in a real world investment banking internship. “Many of the skills that I have
taken are learning how to network, be comfortable in a
room with important people and to learn the fundamentals
of business,” Brandon says. “Because of the classes I have
taken at La Verne, I am comfortable and confident going
into any field that I choose.”
For Rita Thakur, associate dean of the College of Business
and Public Management and professor of management, this
theory to practice mantra runs through her College. Rita has
long felt that university professors should not just teach theory classes but also apply them. Students, she says, need to
take on real life issues and make real life business decisions. That builds self confidence. Without self esteem,
some, as graduates, would apply for low entry-level jobs instead of higher management positions. “We were giving
them degrees but not giving them confidence,” Rita says.
“We want to tell them they can do anything once they graduate college. That’s why I started the Skills for Success Programs.” Rather than studying within the confinements of
textbooks, business students also learn from a set of academic and co-curricular programs. This is Rita’s teaching
philosophy, actualized in her College. Rita walks through
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the University of La Verne College of Business
and Public Management area and remembers the
Alpha Beta market and adjoining TG&Y dime
store once on the same footprint. She reminisces
on the changes during her 37 years at La Verne,
first as a business professor and now as associate
dean. Although the University has changed dramatically, Rita remains as dedicated to the school
and the students as ever, with her same mindset
that “students always come first.”
Rita was born in Ahmedabad, India to Dr.
Chhotubhai V. Patel and Dr. Janki Manjeri. She
grew up in Jinthri, a small village in Gujarat state
near the northwestern region of India, with a climate similar to Southern California. Her family
strongly believed in education. “Who I am is because of my parents,” she says. Her dad, known
as “C. V.,” was the director and chief surgeon of the 1,000
staff member, 700 bed Jinthri TB Hospital. Rita’s mom Janki
was also a physician, known for dedicating much time toward educational philanthropic projects. She supported
more than 5,000 children in their high school and college
endeavors—financially and otherwise. “My parents worked
and gave their lives to make a difference in the lives of other
people,” Rita says. “[My mom] always knew education
would make a difference. Education is the best equalizer.”
Her grandfather, Venibhai P. Patel, also had a strong educational vision. Venibhai was a farmer with a third-grade education; nevertheless, he sent all his children and grandchildren to school, even the girls, at a time when it was almost
unheard of for girls to be educated. Rita excelled in her educational efforts, and at age 14, she became an undergraduate student at PP Institute of Science in the hunt for a
bachelor of science degree in math and physics. That led to
her participation in 1965 in a three-month exchange program to Pennsylvania, Missouri and New York.

Growing up with the boys
In 1966, Rita was the first and only female student in
Saurastra University studying for a bachelor of law degree.
She later found herself the only female lawyer in the city. “It
didn’t matter to me because I grew up with boys, so my parents never differentiated girls and boys,” she says. “I just did
what I did, and I just did it because I wanted to.” She practiced criminal law but aspired to lead in corporate law. This
aspiration led to Missouri State University in 1972 for her
master of business administration in management. “I’m very
glad I changed because I love what I do,” Rita says. After
graduation, she moved to Nebraska to study for a doctorate
in management at the University of Nebraska, Lincoln in
1974. There, she finished the coursework but not her dissertation. Despite this, Rita says she gained more than she expected. It was at the University of Nebraska, Lincoln where
she met Shri Thakur, her future husband, at a party she initially did not want to attend. “People kept insisting I go,
even though I did not know anyone,” she says. There, Shri
saw Rita for the first time and knew immediately she was
the one he would marry. But Rita did not even talk to Shri.

He was very quiet, and she was very outgoing. In the cold
mornings, she would walk to the bus stop to go to school.
Shri found out and started giving her car rides. “I knew he
had an intention,” Rita laughs. Three months of car rides
later, they were bundled up in their coats, sitting in the car
in front of a lake on a sunny but cold March Nebraska day.
Shri told Rita he would like to spend the rest of his life with
her. He did not have a wedding ring. Rita says they have
been happily married for more than four decades. “He didn’t even ask me out,” Rita says. “He just gave me rides. And
then he would ask me ‘if you would like to have a cup of
coffee?’ So we would go out for a cup of coffee. It was
more of a mutual understanding.”
Summer 1974, Shri received a job offer in Pasadena, California. Rita moved with him, and they were married a few
days later. Shri is from Mumbai, India. “I wanted to marry
somebody I can relate and spend my life with. We don’t
have the same language, same culture or same customs,
but it works out,” Rita says, saying India has 28 different
languages. She notes she is from a westernized family
while Shri is from a traditional family that only wants him
to marry someone from the same culture. Because Shri
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knew his family would not approve of the marriage, he did not
even tell them about it. Rita recalls
that on a beautiful sunny morning
on Dec. 26, 1974, she and Shri
were married at the Universalist
Church in Pasadena in front of 30
guests, most of whom they did not
know since they were only friends
of Rita’s brother Dilip Patel. Following, they had lunch at the only
Indian restaurant in the area.
Rita started teaching management at Ambassador College in
Pasadena for two years. In September 1978, she took her first
step on the University of La Verne
campus as an assistant professor of
business management. It was an
impactful decision that changed
her life and the lives of the people
she has touched. Rita says her
most important consideration was
how much she could interact with
students. As a teaching assistant at
the University of Nebraska, her
classes were big, and she did not
get to know the students. “I want
to make an impact and know students and find out their dreams—
what they want to do, and where
they want to go. At La Verne, there
are so many first generation students, so it is nice to get to know
them, help them and work with
them. I wanted commitment to
students. It’s all about how you can help students.
In the late ‘70s, Rita remembers that business was just another department. “La Verne was so small at the time. All
the faculty could fit into one room. We used to have coffee
for everyone at 10 a.m., and everyone came.” The business
department was under the social science division, with five
faculty members. The department morphed into the School
of Business, then the School of Business and Global Studies. Then, with the addition of graduate and off-campus regional programs, it was re-born as the College of Business
and Public Management.
Rita is a powerful leader in faculty governance. In 1997,
faculty members, lacking a unified voice to administration,
wanted college governance changes. Rita served as the
chair of the Faculty Senate Task Force and helped draft the
bylaws that changed the governance structure. She was
named the first president of the Faculty Senate and as a
member of the Senate executive committee, she met regularly with the president and his immediate associates in
planning administrative direction. The Faculty Senate also
coordinated all faculty committees. “We became a team
between the faculty and administration,” Rita says. “Faculty

Being gifted with the skills of
gardening, Rita Thakur
grows her own produce in
her backyard garden where
bell peppers, strawberries
and bean sprouts thrive. Rita
also grows her own spices
such as rosemary, curry
leaves and basil. She and
husband Shri live in a hillside
San Dimas home. They have
three children: Serena
Young, an administrative
judge for the state of
California, Shana Thakur,
who works in human
resources in Massachusetts,
and Sabrina Thakur, a
marriage and family
therapist. There is one grand
child in the family, Matthew
Michael Young. Rita says
even on her sick days, she
feels well when she is at the
University. She comes to the
University five days a week
and occasionally on
Saturdays. She stays on
campus until 7 or 8 p.m., or
even later if she is busy. “By
the time I go home, I crash,
but when I’m here, I don’t
feel it. I can be sick at home,
but I don’t feel it when I’m
here. These students are like
my kids, and I’m seeing
them grow and succeed with
their lives. I think the
students are the most
important things in my life.”

Senate’s purpose was making faculty feel important and feel united
and develop working relationships
with administration and faculty together.” Rita stayed in the Faculty
Senate until she was named associate dean. She also chaired the
Faculty Salary Committee and is
proud that she developed the first
three-year salary plan with former
University President Stephen Morgan. While Rita remembers that
she and Steve had many disagreements at the time, it was through
their ways to resolve those issues
that they became close friends.
“Now, we eat together, and we
travel together,” Rita says. “He’s
my dear, dear friend.”

Setting the philosophy

Rita Thakur, associate dean
of the College of Business
and Public Management,
rescued 13-year-old
chihuahua mix “Puppy”
from a shelter. Puppy is
loyal to Rita and never
leaves her side except when
she travels. Rita says when
Puppy notices she is
packing for her next
adventure, he becomes
upset and ignores her, even
after she returns from her
travels. Rita is an avid
traveler who goes on a twoweek vacation every three
months. “All my life, I
wanted to travel, and when
I had the stroke about four
years ago, I was in a
wheelchair, and I couldn’t
do much,” Rita says. “But I
decided that I was going to
travel so now I take four
trips every year.”

“The Rita Thakur Skills for Success
Program,” named after Rita by
President Morgan and Gordon J.
Badovick, former business school dean, is a big component
of the College of Business and Public Management. In their
freshman year, La Verne students take a Connect for Success
Mentoring course to transition from high school to college.
Students connect with student mentors and learn academic,
personal and career goal achievement skills. The following
year, students take Achieving Professional Success, designed
to teach skills in preparing resumes, conducting interviews,
public speaking, social etiquette and dining etiquette. Students learn their strengths, values and beliefs and develop
skills needed to obtain internships and jobs.
The junior year curriculum includes the Integrated Law
and Ethics Program, the Integrated Business Curriculum
Program and Professional Mentorships. The Integrated Business Curriculum allows students to gain the opportunity to
run a real life business, based on a business plan that leads
to bank loans up to $5,000. Students are concurrently enrolled in four major classes and apply the theories they
learn to their real-life business. The Professional Mentorships Program connects each student with a business professional. In their senior year, students receive hands-on experiences in the Integrated Management Information
Systems and Operations Management Program by performing value chain analysis and by using management information techniques on a real company. The semester findings are presented to the company’s senior management
members. Students also intern in a company relevant to
their career field through the Professional Internships Program. The Business Consulting course, taken the junior or
senior year, is another hands-on opportunity for students to
apply their knowledge to a real life situation, acting as consultants in analyzing a company. Lastly, students take Business Seminar and compete nationally in a web-based business stimulation game by applying the theories they learned.
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Rita says she created the unique programs with the intention students would graduate with a resume full of real life
experiences instead of only a list of courses. “I hope to have
98 percent of all students who graduate from the College of
Business and Public Management to have a job waiting for
them in the area they want before they graduate,” Rita says.
“I hope to accomplish that in the next five years.”
Rita’s program, implemented in stages, was supported
with a $2.47 million Title V Developing Hispanic Serving
Institution grant received by the University from the U.S.
Department of Education in 2007. La Verne was one of five
colleges to receive the grant. Rita was the one who proposed the grant, and she was in charge of managing the application process. “I think when you’re in a classroom, it’s a
lot of fun,” Rita says. “You’re with a lot of students, but
when you’re in a classroom, you influence just those students. With the associate dean position I do, you touch the
whole student body even if they don’t know it. I can develop programs and improve the programs. Even though I
miss the classroom and meeting with students, I think it’s
more rewarding because of what I’ve been able to do.”
Nevertheless, her personal touch is there. Rita helps students, especially those with personal or academic issues.
She asks the academic advisers to tell her when a student is
struggling. “These days, there’s so much more mental illnesses and issues, stress relieved issues and family related
issues, and there’s so many students who need support and
somebody to believe in them,” Rita says. “For students who
are not doing so well, they need somebody there to say, ‘I’ll
support you.’” Financial hardships too confound students.
Hearing the news that a student dropped out last year for financial reasons, Rita talked personally to financial aid officials. As a result, enhanced aid came his way; the student
since graduated. “That’s what we have to do; that’s what La
Verne has to do,” Rita says. “It doesn’t matter what major
they are. They’re all our students—they come to La Verne.”
Her care extends to the dining hall. She recalls that Ahmed
Ispahani, professor of business sciences and economics,
saw a student eating and asked the student whether it was
his breakfast or lunch. The student said it was his only meal
since he could not afford more than one meal. Following,
Rita and Ahmed talked to Davenport staff, and they both
contributed to purchasing a meal plan card for the student.
“How can I eat three meals and a kid is going hungry,” Rita
says. “When we talk about social justice, we all have responsibility to do something.”
“Working in La Verne has given meaning to my life and
the opportunity to be me. I am able to do things that are important to me and to make a positive difference in the community. I’m grateful to La Verne for allowing me to do that.
I’ve done everything that my heart wants me to do. How
lucky can a person be? To have a wonderful family, the most
wonderful dean to work with, a wonderful team, and the
University that allows me to do things that give me meaning
to my life—how can you be more fortunate? I love this
school. It makes such difference in the lives of students. It’s
going to stay here—whatever I’ve done for the school—long
after I’m gone, and I’m really, really happy about that.” n

Recycled paint, native plants, dirt and
rocks make one a green resident
BY JENNIFER JACKSON PHOTOGRAPHY BY NANOR ZINZALIAN DESIGN BY MELANIE LOON

Brian Bowcock has decided to set the standard. He is the
elected director of Division III of the Three Valleys Municipal Water District, and he also lives in La Verne. In
the face of the drought, Brian plans to use recycled paint,
urbanite concrete and indigenous California native plants
to bring a classy drought resistant look to his yard.
Where once was a green California suburbia lawn will
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now be a native presentation of California indigenous
plants, complete with serpentine trails that hold blue recycled paint “soft rocks” that resemble streams.
There is a new look to La Verne: dying lawns have led
to a revisionist style that meets drought mandates, but
also frees homeowners like Brian to put their unique
artistic spin on their yards. In the process, residents are

Due to water restrictions,
the city of La Verne has
stopped watering grass,
while some locations at the
University of La Verne
campus have not. This is
the south side of Bonita
Avenue, west of the
intersection with C Street.

Water conservation education

With the help of Angel
Cabral and Jose Navarrette,
Joe D’Angelo and his
company Rate It G use a dye
that features colorization
and healthy growth on a La
Verne lawn. Dyeing lawns is
recently becoming popular
in Southern California due to
strict water restrictions. La
Verne resident Diane Warner
stopped watering her lawn
due to city requirements.

making lifestyle changes to conserve water and abide by
new water ordinances. As of June 1, 2015, the La Verne
City Council enacted Phase VII Water Use Restrictions of
the City’s Municipal Code. Residents receive a standard
allowance of 22,000 gallons of water for two months. After that, excess water penalties are applied.
Other mandatory restrictions are being enforced.
Hose washing of sidewalks, walkways, driveways or any
paved surfaces are prohibited. Cars, trailers, boats and
other motorized vehicles may only be washed with a
hand-held water container or a hose equipped with a
shut off nozzle. Leaks from indoor or outdoor fixtures
must be fixed within 48 hours. Watering lawns within
48 hours of measurable rainfall is also prohibited. The
watering of lawns or other turf areas is only permitted
between one hour before sunrise and 10 a.m., for no
more than five minutes and not to exceed more than 20
minutes per week.

Keeping La Verne green
These mandates all add up to fact that the appearance of
La Verne has changed. “The look we are adhering to is
not desert; it is California native,” Brian says. “This utilizes indigenous Californian plants in a property’s landscape design.” The innovative company that is behind
Brian’s newly designed lawn is called “Rate It G,” with a
tagline that says, “Solutions for a GREENER tomorrow.”
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Rate It G is based in Upland and provides green solutions for residential and commercial properties. “We
started off in real estate and construction as Horizon
Property Group in May 1999. It wasn’t until last year we
had to start dividing our business to create Rate It G,”
owner Joe D’Angelo says. His company offers services
from lawn dyeing to the installation of solar panels and
home automation systems.
The company partners with Acrylatex Coatings & Recycling, Inc., in Azusa to offer soft rock in landscape designs. Soft rock looks just like small rocks except they are
made from recycled paint. In addition, the company’s
lawn dyeing holds a patented non toxic formula safe for
children and pets. They dry in minutes and can last three
months while also promoting future plant growth. The
application can reduce watering by up to 50 percent.
Rate It G currently also offers a model where it will
convert a lawn to an attractive drought tolerant look free
of cost in exchange for a homeowner’s rebate. “I don’t
know of one single company that targets so many different things like we do, which I think is going to make our
greenhouse model successful,” Joe says. He also leads
the way for greener home solutions by modeling and
demonstrating on his own home all his company’s services. “Knowing you’re doing everything you can to run
efficiently, and knowing you’re not in a wasteful position
is rewarding,” he says.

City signage in strategic areas educates residents with
water conservation ideas and also tells how the city is
transitioning to drought tolerant landscaping. “I see this
going as far as removing turf completely from residential property in
front yards,” says
Dan Keesey, La
Verne’s director of
public works.
“We have taken
various steps to
inform the community already
via letters to the
community.
We’ve reached
out personally to
our top users of
water; we have
met with all of
the homeowner
associations who
have large landscape areas.
There is information on our website that is shared with people, and
there is an article in our recreation guide that tells
about the conservation efforts in La Verne.”
City projects are also underway to promote water
conservation. Walk into city hall, and one is greeted
with an information table full of hose nozzles, reduced
flow sink heads, seed samples and brochures plus a
multitude of handouts. Seminar opportunities abound
on how to be water wise both inside and outside the
home—from using a sprinkler key to making sprinkler
head adjustments to reduce water waste.
The La Verne City Hall landscaping is new, too, and
features California native plants. Here, one will find familiar plants with hard to pronounce names on self in-

structional, self help signage. Many of the indigenous
plants—heuchera micrantha (“palace purple”), salvia
leucantha, erigeron karvinskianus and cistus salviifolius—feature colorful seasonal flowers. Other La Verne
public areas have also faced turf reduction. All city parks
have varying
amounts of grass removal, particularly
in perimeter areas
not used for recreation. Woodchips
have replaced turf to
minimize water use.
“Essentially, we are
removing turf from
inactive areas wherever it is used for
aesthetic purposes,”
Dan says.
Governor Jerry
Brown, April 2015,
mandated that cities
stop watering grass
highway median
strips. La Verne
abides by this order,
with one exception: water can be supplied to irrigate
median trees. “We are having difficulty with Foothill
Boulevard because it is a state highway; they are unwilling to give us a permit to change out the medians to California native planting,” Dan says. For this reason, Foothill
Boulevard was the last to be changed.
La Verne’s response to the drought continues to gain
momentum. “We are working with our local agencies
and partner with them to make sure we are putting out a
consistent regional message about our conservation, and
that is shared with the schools,” Dan says. La Verne is doing its part to help conserve water and make lifestyle
changes. Its stand now is to be proactive rather than reactive to create a better tomorrow for the environment. n

LEFT: Pouring Soft Rock,
Jose Navarrette and the
company Rate It G recently
started applying the
recycled paint in front yards
as a grass alternative.
Company owner Joe
D’Angelo tested the Soft
Rock at his own house as a
model for customers.

BOTTOM: While others are
competing in soccer games,
La Verne Heights student
Owen Hughes and his
brother Justin Hughes relax
on the weekends by
playing football together at
Las Flores Park. Areas of Las
Flores Park are starting to
dry up, possibly due to city
water restrictions.

BY KARLA RENDON PHOTOGRAPHY BY HELEN ARASE DESIGN BY JAIRIAN KA’AHANUI

Ontario, California is home to a convenient local airport,
the largest one-level shopping mall in the West and the site
of an unlikely contradiction—a retired contractor who races
on salt flats in his golden years. Dave Isley, 64, lives in a
conventional Ontario house within earshot of nearly constant Union Pacific train track rumble with his wife Sandra,
54, and their two black Labrador retrievers, Bella and Titan.
The trains are symbolic to Dave’s lifestyle. Trains are the tortoise. Dave has the hare tucked away in his garage, an ultimate speed machine. Dave Isley is a salt flat racer of note, a
man who is reaching for 300 miles per hour in a home built
salt flat race car. His style of racing is precise, demanding
and dangerous. Human beings are not meant to travel that
fast while rolling on wheels.
On this visit, his salt flat racer, nicknamed “The Patton
Steel Special,” is carefully protected. Its dandelion yellow
paint color is an ode to Dave’s sponsor, a friend who owns
Patton Steel. For now, the yellow speed demon rests, its
bright paint covered with a light cast of dust. It sports four
thin black tires with very little rubber. Dave shaves off the
rubber and makes sure the tires are smooth and bald for a
swift glide across salt flat courses.
Two parachutes rest on the vehicle’s back, offering breaking safety.
A space so tiny that it is a claustrophobic’s worst nightmare houses
the driver. The car’s sleek body is
intimidating with its sharp look, reminding visitors of its aggressive
potential. When awake, it reaches
speeds faster than 200 miles per
hour.

Building a speed demon
“I started with a piece of crap,”
Dave chuckles, apologizing for his
language, while describing his first
car, now gone. Then he looks at
this second car, a yellow gleaming
machine. He is modest as he tells
how he built this car from scratch
with occasional contributions from
supportive friends. Dave built the
powerful, 496 cubic in Chevrolet
1100+ horsepower engine himself.
“I do virtually all the work on the
car, but I usually have a friend help
me,” he says. “I have a good friend
who’s an engine builder, and he
helps me tremendously with how
to approach the engine building,
and I discuss a lot of those things
with him.” The engine has a fourspeed transmission and the rear
end is a quick change, allowing to
switch into different gears in swift
action. “Originally we had another
Chevy engine that we set some

OPENING PAGE: At El Mirage Dry
Lake, Dave Isley wears his flameretardant racing suit. He is the sole
driver of Isley Motorsports and an
active participant in the Southern
California Timing Association. Each
season, there are six land-speed
racing events at El Mirage and two
more at Bonneville Salt Flats
outside of Wendover, Utah. The
last few years, Bonneville and
some events this season at El
Mirage have been cancelled due to
rain. The Bureau of Land
Management closes the lakebeds
to protect them from damage
from recreational activities.

records with, and that was while I was building this engine.
The other engine was a 439 cubic engine with about 980
horsepower, and, with that one, we went 246 miles per
hour at Bonneville.”
The only part cannibalized from his first race car is the
fiberglass body that now hugs his new yellow, red and
black arrowed vehicle. Dave was just not satisfied with the
first car and kept perfecting it, eventually starting over. There
was no accident; he says he has never had an accident or
been injured while racing. Still, this is a dangerous sport. “I
thought his racing was pretty scary, and it was probably after the first couple of times when I relaxed and thought, ‘if
he’s going to kill himself, he’s going the way he wants to
go,’” Sandra laughs. Dave laughs along with his wife and
jokes that she took out a life insurance policy on him. “This
was his thing so I’m completely fine with that.” Sandra says

Man vs. speed

PREVIOUS (TOP): “One thing
about this is you’re always
cleaning,” Dave says while
cleaning the engine bay. He jokes
that it is a good thing he does not
mind because half of racing is
cleaning the car.

PREVIOUS (MIDDLE): The
Patton Steel Special sits quietly on
El Mirage’s dry lakebed a few days
after a rain. Dave says that he has
not seen the lake packed so
tightly in a long time. He is
hopeful that by the end of the
season he will be able to race.

PREVIOUS (BELOW): Dave Isley
built his car in his garage. He has
done everything from building
and modifying the engine to
molding the body out of
fiberglass with the help of his
son. He spends much of his
own time, energy and
money on the car.

Sandra laughs and denies that was how their first date went.
“No, no, it was great. We had a really nice time.” Sandra reflects on their decade old first date and adds, “We talked a
lot.” They laughed a lot too—like the way they continue to
do. When together, they act like young souls.
Dave and Sandra are greeted every day by their pups,
Bella and Titan. The labs are well loved and considered
children. Bella and Titan are even in their will. Bella was acquired as a puppy. Titan, though, was a stray, hanging
around Dave’s old cabin, turned over by him to the
“pound.” Dave’s conscience got the better of him, and he
called the shelter every day. Then it came down to the last
day of Titan’s life. Dave could not stand for Titan to be euthanized, so he rescued the dog. This all came as a surprise to
Sandra. She first learned about the adoption during her
birthday dinner when a friend asked how the dog was doing. Soon, Titan was surrounded by unconditional love.

after a long comedic moment with her husband. “I relaxed
after that, really. I think it was four or five runs when I
started to relax. He’s going to go however he goes, and
that’s his favorite thing to do.”

The yin to his yang
The couple has a peaceful household relationship, and despite their “Go Away” doormat, Dave and Sandra are an
inviting couple whose warm and goofy-jokester relationship
welcomes guests. Sandra has served as a medical
dosimetrist for the past 25 years, and her career path cannot
be any more different from Dave’s racing passion. Sandra’s
responsibility primarily includes caring for others while
Dave’s passion has him focusing on a goal. A non-traditional couple, Dave and Sandra were married more than a
year ago after dating for 11 years. “I didn’t want to do that
little thing where everyone gets married at 10 years,” Sandra
says, chuckling. “It just seems too weird to have the traditional 10 year wedding. I wanted 11 just to be different.”
Dave and Sandra were neighbors who would nod to each
other as a greeting, but it was not until Dave asked Sandra
to dinner when they got to know each other. Dave originally planned to have dinner at a French restaurant for their
first date; however, the restaurant was closed. The two settled for The Macaroni Grill. “It was horrible,” Dave jokes as
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Since retiring from his job as a housing contractor, Dave has dedicated his time toward
improving his speed demon race car, building his own body panels, wheels and engine. Dave says he is hands on this way because parts are immensely expensive, and
he is not able to afford to have someone
else do it. Now retired, he performed construction work for his career. He never attended college but self-taught himself auto
mechanics. “We [he and his three member
team] make no money, but we spend a lot
of money doing this.” Despite the complexities and technicalities of race car engineering, he has
learned how to build his car from reading books, along
with help from his friends. “I never had a formal education
with any of the things I do to build the car and maintain it,”
Dave admits. With practice over the years, he has become a
successful builder and mechanic but remains modest about
his ability to engineer race cars. “As I’ve done it more, I’ve
become more and more educated, I guess, in the field. I
don’t consider myself an engine builder, but I get the job
done with help and advice with people in the engine building field. I’m fortunate that I have mechanical ability. I’m a
self-taught welder, and I paint everything I do. I don’t do the
lettering part, but I paint it, and I do the welding and construction.”
When his adopted son Brian was a child, Dave would
build go-karts with him for fun, and that sparked his racing
interest. “That was interesting and fun, but ultimately
[Brian] decided he didn’t want to do it at the level that
needed to be done if he were going to race, so we got out
of that,” Dave says. And while Dave now dedicates his
leisure time to the Patton Steel Special, he originally fixed
and raced motorcycles. “I decided that now that I was older
and have a little more discretionary income, I wanted to
pursue some sort of racing, so I started racing the motorcycle.” He once said he would “never go to the dark side of

race cars.” That changed because of the difficulty to actually
race his motorcycle. “In other words, there weren’t enough
local tracks, and I was going have to travel more to do it, so
I made a decision to do land speed racing, which is what
we do now.” He still has his motorcycle and takes pride in
the bike. “I’d make it a coffee table if my wife would allow
it in the house,” Dave jokes. “It’s kind of a museum piece
now.”

Racing the clock
While some picture car racing as more than a dozen cars
competing for first place on a NASCAR track, salt flat racing
is actually racing against time to break a time record. “We
don’t race against each other,” Dave says. “We are racing
against a record in the book, and that’s always our goal.”
For every race, cars are separated into classes depending on
the vehicle’s model, and each vehicle must pass safety regulations concerning proper seat belts and cage dimensions
where the driver’s frame must meet a certain size.
Dave has entered in competitions in Bonneville, Utah
and El Mirage, California, where he was able to break
records at both tracks and enter the 200 Mile Club—an
honor bestowed to those who reach at least 200 miles per
hour. He has reached speeds of 276.175 at Bonneville. He
proudly wears a Bonneville shirt that says, “Bonneville, 200
Mile Club.” A jacket adorned with similar lettering is
proudly worn in the same fashion. Dave uses different
methods and strategies to achieve his goals and to continue
breaking records. His strategy is to achieve each record in
stages rather than give it his all in one event. Racing is tech-
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nical, strategic, demands immense talent and is dangerous.
Because it is difficult to race salt flat cars, race outcomes
can be unpredictable. “Sometimes, there are things you
want to try, and we get so few attempts with the car to try
out things,” Dave says. With so few opportunities to race on
a salt flat, it is vital to make key adjustments to race cars. “In
a race weekend, we might get one or two passes on the
track, and that’s all. You don’t get a lot of things to try out so
you have to make a judgment call with what you’re going to
do with the package: your tires, your gearing and tune-up.
You really have to look at the advantages of what you’re trying out and the disadvantages.” One vital factor of racing is
a car’s tune-up. “When you optimize your tune-up, you get
the most power, but when you get the most power, the opportunity to damage the engine becomes higher,” Dave
warns. Since salt flat racing takes much strategy and consideration, Dave feels people join racing without considering
their goals, and that leads to failure and being discouraged.
“A lot of people think this is easy and come into it and don’t
accomplish their goals. Even though they are sometimes
prepared, sometimes the stars have to align,” he says about
racing newcomers. “A lot of it is what you can do. How fast
you can go is the challenge, with the desire to accomplish
your goals.”
Currently, Dave is striving to reach at least 300 miles per
hour. He is coming closer to reaching his goal as he has already reached more than 275 miles per hour. As he anticipates and strategizes to complete his next achievement, the
yellow speed demon rests, waiting for the next time it will
wake and continue with its fast-paced, aggressive lifestyle. n

LEFT: Dave Isley uses a feeler
gauge to check and adjust
the valve lash, or the
clearance between the rocker
and the tip of the exhaust
valve. The rockers open and
close the fuel intake and
exhaust valves, and when
out of adjustment, they hit
and cause damage.

ABOVE: The driver’s wide
view of the lakebed from The
Patton Steel Special is low
and cramped. On the 1.3 mile
course at El Mirage, Dave
reaches roughly 250 miles
per hour. On the five-mile
race course at Bonneville Salt
Flats, his goal is to break 300
miles per hour.
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While many La Verne restaurants have come and gone,
three have proven they are here to stay. Warehouse Pizza,
Roberta’s Village Inn and El Merendero have established
themselves as local destination favorites for decades. What
is their success secret? All three owners responded with one
resounding answer: hard work.

Warehouse Pizza

OPPOSITE:
El Merendero serves
authentic Mexican food,
made fresh and fast. Owner
Victoria Lopez’s personal
favorite is her shrimp
cocktail. Local favorite No.
39 (pictured) includes a
plate of chalupa, a taquito,
beans, rice, a taco,
enchilada and the
enchilada-style burrito.

John Knerr founded Warehouse Pizza in 1972, and Kenny
Schonfeld, present day owner, bought it from Knerr’s son in
1986. At the time, Kenny owned the Sneakers sports bar in
Upland. He purchased Warehouse Pizza with his partner
Kirk Anderson; the two worked as co-owners until Anderson left in 1994 to open two pizza restaurants in Colorado
and later one in Maui, Hawaii.
Kenny says on his first visit he did not see the diamond in
the rough. He saw it as just another pizza shop. Nevertheless, almost 30 years later, he says he could not be happier
with his investment. Warehouse Pizza has grown to be a
destination go-to place for the community where family
and friends can come to have a good time. Local sport
teams, families, retirees, friends; they are all here to gather
around a large pizza, to talk, to present awards or to watch
the action on large TVs. “We get a real nice mix of who’s in
La Verne—a lot of University of La Verne students and faculty; then we get local business people, some of the seniors
from Hillcrest, long-time La Verne residents, and the teams
from Bonita High and families,” Kenny says. “People feel
comfortable coming here and hanging out.” So what has
made Warehouse Pizza so successful in a downtown area
that has had trouble making businesses stick? “Absolutely
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the food is good here; it’s reasonably
priced, and we’ve created a comfortable
atmosphere and environment where
everybody— from little kids, to the families, to the seniors, to blue-collar and professional people, like the professors—
feels comfortable here,” Kenny replies. At
the top of Kenny’s favorite’s list are families who come in and become regulars.
The children who grow up eating Warehouse Pizza come back and bring their
own children. “What’s neat to see is what
the kids draw while they eat here, and we
hang them up in the back. They say things
like, ‘I love your pizza.’”
The most popular items on the menu
with the locals, says Kenny, are the pepperoni pizza and the turkey avocado bacon sandwich. His own personal favorite:
either that same turkey sandwich or the
“Special” pizza, with pepperoni, sausage,
mushroom, bell pepper, onion and olives.
Daughter Sasha, a vegetarian, says she
likes to “spice up” her own favorite pizza:
a mushroom, jalapeno combo. She also
enjoys making salads for patrons. The
family’s menu has stayed consistent since
1986, with the only change being the addition of garlic breadsticks and cinnamon sticks, made from
the pizza dough. Kenny is proud of the quality of his food; it
all has good flavor and is consistently, expertly made. Patrons can find Kenny or his daughter Sasha up front most
days. “It’s nice to go to a place where you see a familiar
face all the time—especially a family owned business. I’m
glad to be a part of that. It makes you feel better,” Kenny
says. Indeed, the father-daughter team has captured the
essence of a family favorite pizza shop in old town La
Verne. It is the go to place to have great food with great
people.
Warehouse Pizza: 2340 D St., La Verne.

Roberta’s Village Inn
Another popular, enduring restaurant, just next door to
Warehouse, is Roberta’s Village Inn. This cheery little diner
was founded in 1969 and has changed ownership a few
times. It came into Roberta Virgin’s hands in 2010 when she
added her name to the signage. Roberta started as a waitress in 1977 and for 38 years worked her way up. “My first
day of waitressing, I hated it, and I went home crying. My
mother also worked here, and I never wanted to come
back. Then I ended up owning the place, and 38 years later
I’m still here.” She laughs that when the previous owners
announced they were going to sell, she bought the restaurant to keep her job.
Now the restaurant has changed hands again, into the
ownership of Francisco Ramirez. Francisco, a chef at
Roberta’s since 1999, can still be found cooking in the
back, even as the current owner. Roberta and Francisco

both work as a team to uphold the legacy of Roberta’s Village Inn. Francisco says making the transition to owner was
easy with Roberta there to guide him. Both agree that owning a restaurant in La Verne has been a great experience
with strong support from the community, and they would
not want to be in any other town.
Roberta’s Village Inn holds a homey atmosphere created
by the employees. Roberta says locals sometimes call them
the “‘Cheers’ of diners.” It does seem to be true that everybody knows everybody at Roberta’s. The locals come in,
and Francisco already knows to start their “usual.” On this
day, a group of regulars—retired city of La Verne employees, University of La Verne retirees and previous and current
La Verne shop owners—gather at their same booths and request their “usual” for breakfast. One of the men tells Francisco, “I know this is your restaurant, but if someone comes
in and is sitting in my booth, I’m going to kick them out.”
What really sells to the locals are the breakfast specials,
such as the weekend steak and egg special for $6.95. It features a five-ounce top sirloin steak, two eggs, hash browns
and toast. Two of Roberta’s favorites are the bacon and French
toast, and Francisco, well, he says
he loves to eat anything on the
menu. While Francisco left
Roberta’s name on the diner sign,
he has made a few ownership
changes. He has added three
nights a week for dinner, Thursday
through Saturday. The new addition of dessert cobblers are popular, especially during the holidays.
The reason for the diner’s success? Both reply: consistency and
hard work. “People think it would
be fun to run a restaurant; it’s hard
work really. You have to be willing to put in the time,”
Roberta says, stressing the importance of consistency, in
many different aspects such as the menu and their early
opening hours. “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it,” she says wisely.
Roberta’s Village Inn: 2326 D St., La Verne.

rice, and everything is fresh. It’s not from the cans, so that
makes it tastier.” Her recommendation for those thinking of
opening a La Verne restaurant: focus on creating great
recipes and serving tasty food. “People are always going to
remember the food.” The locals’ favorite is the #39, which
includes a giant plate of chalupa, an enchilada, a hard taco,
a taquito, rice and beans. Victoria’s own personal favorites
are the shrimp cocktails and the chicken enchilada with
green sauce. However, one will enjoy anything on the
menu. “Some people have been coming since they were little, and they always come back,” she says.
In 1980, the family opened another restaurant and bakery location on Garey Avenue, Pomona, near the Fox Theater. Victoria says time has proven that their La Verne location is the most popular, main location. Victoria, as owner,
likes to be heavily involved in La Verne. She enjoys always
lending a helping hand to her employees. She switches between the various positions of cook, cash register and waitress. She says that El Merendero offers a special experience
on some holidays, for example, presenting roses and cake
to those who come in
on Mother’s Day.
Whatever day it is,

A friendly smile comes with
friendly service at
Warehouse Pizza. Kenny
Schonfeld, who works at
the cash register and greets
his customers personally,
has owned Warehouse for
more than 30 years. Kenny
says the pepperoni pizza (at
left) is a popular order for
locals and visitors alike.

El Merendero
South on E Street, just across the Metrolink tracks, is another
well-known local favorite: El Merendero. This restaurant has
been serving authentic Mexican food since 1975, when
Willy and Petra Lopez founded it. The married couple
moved to California from Mexico, bringing with them tasty
recipes to cook for the locals. Petra Lopez was previously a
cook in Puebla, Mexico, and she brought her chef experience to her new La Verne restaurant. Victoria Lopez, their
niece, came in 1985 and joined in the restaurant management. She learned the unique Merendero style, and when
her aunt passed in 2010, she took ownership of her family’s
legacy—the restaurant.
Victoria says the reason for their success is the authenticity of their food, which keeps people coming back for more.
“It’s because of the food; we cook the beans, we cook the
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Welcoming guests since
1958, Roberta’s Village Inn,
now owned by chef
Francisco Ramirez with
former owner Roberta
Virgin still serving and
caring for her loyal
customers, continues to
feature breakfast made
from scratch. The Heritage
breakfast (below) is
customizable and comes
with two eggs, any style,
and hash browns. Roberta’s
seasoned hash browns are a
community favorite.

one will feel special at El Merendero.
El Merendero: 1910 Fairplex Drive, La Verne.
The next time hunger strikes, seek out one of these local
favorites. These restaurants offer a unique experience, delicious food and a chance to make memories. These three
unforgettable destination restaurants have proven they are
here to stay, and they are what make La Verne stand out. n

BY JOLENE NACAPUY
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With his bag filled with extra pencils, information about
both La Verne and its opponent, bottled water, green La
Verne monogrammed polo shirt, La Verne hat and game day
voice, Robert Dyer is ready to do his job. It is the Saturday
Homecoming football game at the University of La Verne. A
hot, steamy early afternoon faces the crowd; it will be much
hotter for the players. The field temperature is 130 degrees
Fahrenheit on the artificial grass field, recently renewed with
white lines. The end zone “La Verne Leopards” logos are
bright orange and green with a white outline. The players are
putting on their pads, uniforms and game faces, while loud
rap songs like “Jumpman” by Drake play and echo throughout the locker room. The media box is filled with microphones, cameras and wires. The Athletic Department staff is
ready to chronicle the game; the coaches are ready to direct
plays. “Welcome folks to Ortmayer Stadium” are the opening words spoken.
Bob Dyer, 74, is at center of this production and more
than just the “guy on the microphone at the football games.”
He is also the long-time president of the La Verne Athletic
Association, an alumni booster club charged with raising
funds and support. Today, as he has been doing for 27 years,
he is the voice of La Verne, calling the game for the 2,416
assembled fans. His voice is distinctive and easily recognizable, even though he modestly says he does not like his own
voice. Others do, though. He has heard the line, “Oh, my
goodness, you remind me of Vin Scully,” many times. His response is always the same. “You know, you are the second
person to tell me that. Don’t tell Vin Scully that, though, because it would hurt his feelings.”
The University of La Verne is Bob’s life. La Verne changed
him greatly, though not his voice. He selected La Verne over
other family affiliated schools, and he calls it a winning decision. As a student at Fullerton High School, Bob was set on
going to Fullerton Junior College. But in his senior year, his
family relocated to Thermal, California, and he enrolled at
Coachella Valley High School. The move shook up his plans,
and Bob found his college choices overwhelming. His father
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wanted him to go to Redlands College, but his church was
affiliated with Chapman College. In his senior English class,
he happened to see a poster that promoted La Verne College. He decided to take a campus tour, so he and two other
friends set out for La Verne. The tour lasted for about 30 minutes, and Bob thought he might have a chance to play basketball at La Verne, which was high on his list. He had
played “B” basketball in high school and wanted to continue in college. Before deciding anything, though, he
toured Chapman College then visited Redlands College, but
his heart was won by La Verne. He says it was a great fit because of his small town ties. “We could walk down toward
the main street right now, and I could run into someone I
know or someone who knows me. [Now, as then] it was the
perfect fit for me. I knew it the first half hour that I was on
campus for the first time and just knew. I was given a little
tour then walked down the east steps of Founders Hall figuring out whether I could get in. It turns out that I could, and I
did.” A joyful smile crosses his face as he recalls the life
changing moment. He started La Verne College September
1959 as an undeclared student but enrolled in business
classes, even though there was no business major per se. “I
wasn’t the greatest student. I enjoyed college. If somebody
was going to go get a hamburger or something at night, I
would offer to go. That definitely got my attention,” he
laughs.
As Bob hoped, he played basketball for the La Verne team
under Coach Roland “Ort” Ortmayer, who inspired him
throughout his time at the school and beyond. Coach Ortmayer’s life philosophy has melded with Bob’s in many
ways. Through his life’s journey, Bob says Ort has been that
special person who served as his inspirational life coach.
“The character of Ortmayer is just incredible, and he has just
influenced so many people. Not everybody agreed with his
philosophy. He had his football philosophy of playing nine
football games. He would say, ‘Three games we will probably win, three we’ll probably lose, and three will be just
toss-ups.’ But the way he treated people was a great influ-

ence on my life.”
Bob first met Ort on campus at a freshman dinner. The La
Verne athletic staff at the time was made up of Ortmayer,
Dwight Hanawalt, Ben Hines and Nancy (Diviney) Blickenstaff. With Bob being so involved in athletics, these coaches
turned into lifelong friends. “I like to go to Montana because
Ortmayer and some other fellas, like Rex Huigens, who was
a football coach here, got me into fly-fishing near Yellowstone Park. I’ve been there almost 40 times over the last 35
years. I didn’t start that until I was 35, unfortunately, so I
missed a lot of fishing time up there.”
Bob thrived in the Ortmayer culture. “One small claim to
fame was that I got into every basketball game in four years,”
Bob says. “So I played every game; whether it was for 30
seconds or the whole game, I was in every game.” While
every second of his playing time is captured vividly in his
mind, one game in particular stands out. “At Azusa College
[now Azusa Pacific University], late in the game, I stole the
ball and was going in for a shot, and I got pushed into the
wall by a guy. They didn’t have pads on the wall at the time,
and so I spun around and my forehead was bleeding—most
memorable to me,” he says.
Ort coached not only basketball for La Verne but also football, track and field, and, for a time, baseball, until the hiring
of Ben Hines in 1959. Ort did it all, from one sport to the
next, and that was something Bob relished. Bob not only
played basketball but participated in baseball, playing a cou-
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ple of games as shortstop. “Ben Hines asked
me to go out for the baseball team, since it was
his first year, and he wanted guys to come out.
He probably thought I was better than I was,
but he found out soon that I wasn’t,” Bob says
as he laughs. He was on the team for his freshman and sophomore years. Though says he did
not play much, he was able to help out and
coach at third base. He remembers his statistics
well: recorded 13 at bats, with one hit, which
was a line drive. “Ben Hines was always trying
to teach me how to field, and, during practice,
the ball took a bad bounce and then hit him in
the mouth. He’s always blamed me for that,”
Bob and in humor adds, “and I’ve always said
that if he were a better coach, he would have
been able to handle that bounce.” Hines, who
has the La Verne field named after him, won
the NAIA championship in 1977 and was
named coach of the year. He left La Verne in
1980 to become a Division I coach and later a
coach in the major leagues.
Bob graduated in 1963 with a liberal arts degree mixed with business classes. He charged
right into the business world, working at the
United California Bank in Pomona for 13
months in a training program. He says he
found himself then and realized working indoors was not for him. “I enjoyed sports and
wasn’t enjoying the bank that much and being
inside all the time, and so I had an opportunity
to come back and get my teaching credentials.” He began
teaching physical education at Ramona Junior High School
in Chino. In 1966, with the Vietnam War raging, he was
drafted into the Army and sent to Arizona, then to Fairbanks,
Alaska. While performing special services, he taught on-duty
high school. Bob spent 21 months in the Army and received
an early out because he was a teacher. He returned to Magnolia Junior High School in Chino, California, staying for 26
years. Following, he gained another opportunity to teach at
Woodcrest Junior High, where he spent his last 10 teaching
years.
While at Magnolia Junior High, he received a call during
lunch on a Thursday from Coach Ortmayer, saying that he
needed an announcer for Saturday’s football game. Pete
Baum, who had been announcing for 35 years, had retired
and moved to Utah. Ort didn’t know about it until that day
and called Bob. “I don’t know how he thought of me; maybe
because I talk a lot. But I said, ‘OK, I’ll try it,’ and so I did.”
He does not recall his first game fondly. “I was really bad,
and I would be saying things like ‘he’s on the uhhhh…,’ and
on the sound system all you hear is the ‘uhhh….’ But they
kept me on,” Bob says. “Steve Morgan, president for the University at the time, always doubled my salary, which is zero,
so one time he tripled it, and they just keep having me back.”
Replacing Pete Baum was something he had to push
through, because he says he did not know how to live up to
Baum’s reputation. Now, he says, the nervousness is scared

Football announcer Bob
Dyer turns to watch as the
Leopards score a touchdown
early in the 2015
Homecoming game. Bob,
who graduated from La
Verne College in 1963,
continues to support his
alma mater as he enters his
27th year of announcing for
the Leopards at Ortmayer
Stadium. La Verne won the
Homecoming game against
Whittier College.

out of him. “As long as they’ll have me, I’m going to keep doing it. It keeps me young. I do a lot of preparation for it plus
keeping up on the league on other teams.”
Bob says he loves this sport because he has one of the best
views in the whole house. “With football games, the only
problem is that I can’t see the corner of the north end zone
too well. It would be nice if we were much higher so I could
read the numbers much better. Most of the time, I have to
stand and peek out to make sure they were in the end
zone.” Despite its limitations, Bob sometimes tells the crowd
on hot days he has “the best air-conditioned stadium and
announcers booth in the SCIAC. Translation: “It just means
opening the windows and leaving the door open, although

University of La Verne
alumni Bob, (‘63) and Sue
Dyer (‘65), married for 52
years, volunteer every
month for the Food
Network in the kitchen at
the La Verne Church of the
Brethren. The Food
Network, sponsored by the
Office of Religious and
Spiritual Life and the La
Verne Church of the
Brethren, was created four
years ago through the
leadership of Corlan
Harrison, daughter of
former University of La
Verne Coach Roland
Ortmayer, to build
community and to
provide La Verne students
a home cooked meal.

they have recently installed a small air conditioner.”
His voice not only projects through the football stadium
speakers, but also throughout Frantz Athletic Court when he
announces men’s basketball games. “He volunteers to announce our basketball games and doesn’t get paid and has
never been paid, so I’m truly grateful for that,” says La Verne
Head Basketball Coach Richard Reed. “He is a remarkable
individual. He never forgets a name, a face or a story. He
holds incredible knowledge of not just the University of La
Verne basketball program, but the SCIAC as a whole. He is
one of the best people I know. He is a tremendous human
being. I can’t imagine coming to a home football or basketball game and not hearing his voice. His stories, his knowledge are inspirational to our players. He’s been a great ambassador for our program. He stops and talks to each of our
players, and I don’t know what it would be like to not have
him around.” Bob is humble is his personal assessment.
“When I’m announcing, I try not to raise my voice. I mean, I
want La Verne to win; that’s a given, but I try to just be neutral,” Bob says. “When you go to other places, and the announcer raises his voice for his team, it is kind of like a
‘homer’; someone who only does it for his own team. With
me, I try to be neutral about it. You should not be a homer
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and should always welcome the visitors, as well.”
Through all of this, there is a very special person who
sticks by his side: his wife Sue. Bob met Sue Bowman during
her freshman year at La Verne outside of Davenport Dining
Hall. Sue and her friend, along with Bob and a friend, went
out for coffee; the two continued to hang out just as friends.
One day, Bob voluntarily took Sue to Pomona to mail her
boyfriend a telegram because he was undergoing a surgical
procedure. “Sue’s dad was a minister so they moved around
a lot, but at this time she was currently living in Elgin, Illinois. I gave her a ride down to Pomona so she could send
her note.” They remained friends, and it blossomed into a romance. In his senior year of college, Bob was ready to make
his move and the two started dating. Their first date swished
into action at a UCLA vs. USC basketball game. Before going home for the summer, he made a commanding decision.
“We were sitting in Stu-Han, where she lived at the time,
and I told her that before I leave to go home for the summer,
‘I’m going to ask you to marry me,’ and she said, ‘Why don’t
you?’ so I did,” Bob says. “She said, ‘Yes,’ and we were both
shocked. We went out and got the ring, then picked up her
roommate Renee Boardman. Sue showed her the ring, and
her first comment was, ‘You’re kidding.’” Bob made the announcement to the La Verne community in his understated,
shocking style. At the sports banquet at the La Verne Church
of the Brethren, he was the emcee, and he introduced the
head table, intentionally not introducing Sue. This was part
of Bob’s plan. “Somebody pointed out to me that I didn’t,
and I was like, ‘Oh, yes, I’d like to introduce my fiancé,’ and
there were gasps and awes throughout the room. It surprised
a lot of people.”
Bob and Sue married Dec. 22, 1963, at the Pomona
Church of the Brethren. They hoped to get married at the La
Verne Church of the Brethren, where they have been attending for years, but the Pomona Church had a center aisle to
walk down. “Sue was still in school at the time, and her folks
flew in from Elgin, and I drove up from the Coachella Valley
with my parents. I actually saw her before we got married,
and I wasn’t supposed to,” he remembers. “But I got there
early, went into the Church, and she was dressed, and we
just saw each other. It bothered her more than it bothered
me, but when I saw her, I was stunned and oh, was she
beautiful, and she still is.”
Sue became a kindergarten teacher at Shull Elementary
School in San Dimas. Bob and Sue raised two children,
daughter Kristi Mistone and son Mark Dyer. Bob, ever the
doting, proud parent, can cite their accomplishments with
ease. Kristi graduated from Cal State Fullerton as a speech
pathology major and is currently a speech therapist in Upland. Her husband Dominic graduated from La Verne and is
a sports representative for Adidas and Reebok. Son Mark is a
physical education teacher at Robert O. Townsend Junior
High. His wife Daryn is a kindergarten teacher at Gladstone
Elementary in Azusa. Bob, Sue and their children lived in
Alta Loma, before moving to La Verne, his present residence
for more than 12 years. Bob jokes that he chose Alta Loma
because they wanted to get out of the smog, but were out of
luck because the smog was bad there too. Coming back to

La Verne, he says, was “meant to be.”
Bob and Sue are active in La Verne Church of the Brethren
leadership roles. He contributes as an usher and on the
stewardship and finance committee, where he sometimes
features his verse when raising money. He says that verse is
almost like poetry, but though it rhymes, it is different.
“When I was teaching in junior high, we would have student-faculty games and just started to get some interest in it
for the kids. I would write things like, ‘You better stay in bed,
cause we’re gonna dance on your head’ and all that. They
saw a P.E. teacher who could do some writing, and they
were quite inspired by that. We would have equal time on
the intercom, and the kids would write things to come back
at it. It was just a fun time.” In time, Bob grew famous for his
verse. He has written verses for his daughter’s wedding, people retiring, for his friends and birthdays. He has a box filled
with his verses and hopes to share them with his grandchildren. In addition, basketball passion still flows through Bob,
and he takes on the “ball is life” motto. He plays basketball
with a group of seniors at least one night a week in Yorba
Linda and sometimes participates in tournaments.
He has gained many University of La Verne awards. “I was
honored to be alumnus of the year for the alma mater in
1996 and honored in 2009 to be selected for the Athletic
Hall of Fame. Two years ago, I was selected for the Stephen
Morgan Award and ultimately honored to be asked to join
the Board of Trustees.” Bob considers this his highest La
Verne honor. “President Devorah Lieberman asked me to be
on the Board, and I was kind of overwhelmed because I
never really thought too much about what the Board of
Trustees does and their responsibilities,” Bob says. “That’s
greatly changed in the year that I’ve been on the Board. I
have much more appreciation for the Board of Trustees.”
The Athletic Hall of Fame, located on the first floor of the
Sports Science and Athletics Pavilion, has a floor segment
from the old basketball court. Bob is in there too. “I’m honored and never dreamed to be in there. It’s probably more
for being active on LVAA and for my announcing, but it
doesn’t mean I’m a hall of fame announcer; it’s just that La
Verne changed my life.” He joined LVAA near its inception
and has served as its president since 1985.
“The La Verne Athletics Association doesn’t raise a lot of
money, but we try to help out with things that teams need.
We used to go to Sneaky Park and cook hamburgers for primarily the football team and the fall teams. So we’re just like
a support group. I made it a point these past couple of years
that any LVAA money that comes in to the athletic program,
I want to sign all the letters personally. They had my name
stamped for a while, and I didn’t really like that. I know
some of the people and make little comments on almost
every single one.”Athletic Director Julie Kline says Bob embodies “the spirit and values of the University of La Verne.
His commitment to our University and Leopard Athletics is
as strong as ever. We are so very fortunate to have him on
our team. Bob Dyer is a treasure.”
As Bob enters his 27th year of announcing, he looks to the
future. He says that as long as the program and the University keep bringing him back, he will continue to announce.

“A lot of my life philosophy, I’ve learned at La Verne. It isn’t
that deep, but it’s just treating people like I’d want to be
treated, maybe like the golden rule. Ortmayer had a big influence on my life. Being a part of a team is very important.
Loyalty is also important. From Coach Ortmayer, I also
learned to play fair, and win or lose, you should still be a
good sport. I enjoy life. These were some of the happiest
years of my life. I met my wife here; the quality of the people
I went to school with, plus the professors—all were influential. I’m honored to be a Leo for life. It’s just so much a part
of my life. My wife thinks it comes a little bit ahead of her
sometimes,” he laughs. “It’s good to still be able to share in
it. When I come on campus, I still get that feeling of ‘specialness.’ The quality of the people is amazing. To be around La
Verne is to be surrounded by family, and everybody catches
the ‘spirit of La Verne.’ I just get a double dose of it. It’s just a
special place to be. It’s like my very own Disneyland.” n

Bob Dyer has gained many
University of La Verne
awards as an alumnus,
including “Alumnus of the
Year” in 2000 and selection
to the Athletic Hall of Fame
in 2009. Two years ago, he
received what he considers
one of his highest La Verne
honors when President
Devorah Lieberman invited
him to join the University of
La Verne Board of Trustees.
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A look at La Verne now and then

From corner to corner

F

inding pieces of history is always fascinating.
Holding a photograph of the corner of D
Street and Third Street several decades later,
one of the many things that comes to mind is
the original photographer. What kind of experiences did they have in La Verne? Photographs
are time machines, showing us where we were
and where we are now.
Bill Lemon, family and local history researcher at the La Verne Historical Society, remembers life was different on Third Street in
the 1950s. He has researched and can recall
many years of businesses from the past. Pictures like this one opens up personal narrative.
His eyes see the picture; memories of life in La
Verne cross his mind. “One thing I can remember as a youngster is that people did a lot of
their shopping in Pomona. They had a mall
over there, and people would go over there to
do a lot of shopping at the well-known variety
stores like Woolworth’s. And, yet, they were
plenty busy in La Verne. People did buy from
the local people. North of the alley on the west
side, where Lordsburg Taphouse & Grill is, was
the Stop ‘N’ Shop Market that started in 1932
and was in business into the end of the ‘70s if
not the ‘80s. They were a longtime market in
downtown, with groceries, produce and a
meat market section. That’s where I used to
take my soda bottles to get my 2¢ deposit
back… something that nobody does anymore.
On the left side, just to the right of the hardware sign, there’s a flag. That’s because that
was the post office. The post office was there
from about 1945 to 1964. I got my social security card at the post office on that street in
1962.”
Though it is not specifically dated, Lemon
says the photograph was likely taken in 1956
or 1957 by the cars in the original photograph. The one parked on the left is a 1956
Plymouth Savoy and the 1950 Pontiac Streamliner Station Wagon Deluxe waits to cross the
intersection. The facades of buildings on D
Street have changed and businesses come and
gone, but there are still foundational markers
to be found. The mountains are timeless; even some corners and roofs of buildings still match up when you can
see them through the trees. The current sidewalks seem to
be considerably wider than they were some decades ago.
Presently, a corner of drought resistant plants is in the location of part of the crosswalk where the photographer
was standing in the older photograph.
This photographer preserved a moment of local history.
This photograph was pulled out of box P38, filed under
one of the many derivatives of La Verne (City), CA – Streets
in the University of La Verne archives. Many of these doc-
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uments are undated, untitled and unattributed to a photographer. Although this anonymous photographer did not
align him or herself with more than one thing to make it
more obvious where they were standing, it is usually true
that when the moment of inspiration strikes, thoughts of
making it easier for future documentarians to replicate
work are not the first thing that comes to mind.
It is possibly a happy accident in the crosswalk or a
well-planned composition, but the camera is pointed at
La Verne’s “L” on the mountains. From this location it can
no longer be seen because of obstructive trees and the
lack of “L Day” to maintain its shape, but when it snows

Photography Editor Helen Arase stood on the corner of D Street and Third Street, armed with a poster-size print of the original photograph for visual comparison, to take a
digital photograph on Oct. 20, 2015. Using Adobe Photoshop, Helen layered the modern photograph over a scan of the original darkroom print from the 1950s. University of
La Verne Archivist Ben Jenkins maintains the archives and records where the original photograph is stored. The original photograph is shown on pages 2-3.
up there, La Verne residents with good vision and memory can
point it out.
The reasons for making photographs or writing about the people, places and things of La Verne are to preserve time and record
the current conditions of life. These tangible documents will have
details much clearer than minds will be able to recall. Though it
may seem like it is photographing and reporting the everyday, it is
also recording history. That is why, decades later, it is possible to
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view this Pontiac, affectionately called a “Tin Woody,” passing a
modern-day Dodge Charger.
Whether this exposure was premeditated or a snap caught in a
moment while crossing the street, it tells much about the city and
the University of La Verne during that time. Like it is with this mysterious photographer’s case, it is not too crazy to think that the
work produced now could be dug out of the archives in 60 or 70
years too. n

and I thought to myself, ‘You know, we really
should have gotten Ortmayer [emeritus
coach] to talk about his life; we really should
have captured Dwight Hanawalt [emeritus
coach], Ernie Ikenberry [emeritus chemistry
professor], Robert Rodriguez [first head of security and long-time La Verne City Council
member].’ Those missed opportunities inspired me to work with La Verne.” Despite
his regrets, at publication date, Al has interviewed 82 alumni, 69 faculty and emeriti, 39
staff or former staff members, eight trustees,
16 athletic hall of fame members, 12
SCE/RCA/ROC emeriti, two American Armenian International College representatives

but to have, if you will, average, normal people who just remember
what it was like to be a student, what it was like to be a teacher,
what it was like when certain buildings were being built, or how
we did certain things in sports—to get that kind of normal activity
on recording is something I think that is important to record.”
Al shows up at his interviews with his Samsung tablet, a consent
document and not much else. He is not a slave to external microphones or tripods. He explains he used to go into interviews with
loads of questions, thinking he could best guess what his subjects’
most interesting stories were, but he soon realized there is no way
to stage anything when recording oral history; only the stories that
people want to tell are important. “It’s been an exciting kind of experience, because I think people like to talk about things that
they’re interested in. People tell you what’s important to them, not

what I think is important, or what I thought a priori was important,
but what’s important to them. And what’s important to them is important to history.”
Al says history books cannot record every small detail, and so
many personal anecdotes and memories are lost. “One of the great
things about this project is that it is full of really great stories.” Al,
along with Bryan Best, assistant director of instructional technology,
and Honors Program students, will produce a series of documentaries to be screened every Monday evening during the 2016-2017
academic year in the President’s Dining Room. He plans to assemble a pamphlet that features 125 stories for the 125th anniversary.
Each page will present a different story. It is his hope that this oral
history project will last the test of time in the archives in the Wilson
Library as well as on the server in the Honors Center. n

Memories from the past that shaped La Verne’s future
Chuck Davis: President’s son, alumnus
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Al Clark, humanities
professor, stands at the
entrance to the University
of La Verne archives where
he learns more about La
Verne’s history. Al is
compiling an oral history
project to document
personal stories that
supplement the history of
the University.

OPPOSITE: Al Clark records
an interview with Wendy
Lau on Oct. 5, 2015, for his
oral history project. Wendy
is an attorney and also a
member of the senior
counsel for the University of
La Verne Board of Trustees.
She shares her experiences
from when she attended
the University of La Verne
and talks about being in the
sorority Phi Sigma Sigma,
which she says has helped
with her career and her
position on the Board.

He is the story recorder of La Verne, gathering
memories, memoirs and anecdotes of La
Verne’s past greats in order to preserve the history of the University of La Verne. For Al Clark,
University of La Verne professor of humanities,
this is a personal mission of historical urgency.
After receiving a Samsung tablet Father’s Day
June 2013, Al was inspired to set out on a personal research endeavor to record oral histories
of as many key University of La Verne people
as possible. His recordings started January
2014 with Gordon Whitby, former Trustee.
Since, his ongoing project grew tremendously
summer 2015, as he managed to record 40-50
interviews, sometimes recording three interviews a day. Al is himself a subject for historical
recording, having first started at La Verne in
1976 as a history teacher and then became a
full-time administrator in 1978 with growing
responsibility that led to his title of associate
vice president. All the while, he taught humanities classes, including provided leadership in
the Study Abroad Program and offered subject
classes and honors colloquium courses.
Al says he became interested in 1968 in oral
history projects when he undertook his senior
project at Cal Poly, Pomona. His project, “The
War Over the San Gabriel” combined two of his passions:
water and oral history. To discover information on how water impacted the San Gabriel Valley, he interviewed water
project engineers.
In the present, he is fighting against time. The University is
quickly losing key historical leaders; Al is trying to record as
many stories as he can before it is too late. “There were so
many important La Verne people who were passing away,
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and two pastors from the La Verne Church of the Brethren,
who were closely associated with the University. He is still
going at it. “I don’t know when I’m going to be done with it.
I suppose like everything else, I may tire of it, or I might get
too old to work on it, but at the present time, I don’t really
see an end to it, because I think it would be interesting to
have hundreds of interviews of people associated with the
institution. There are many institutions that collect interviews of famous alumni, but those have already been done;

“What was interesting about the Chuck Davis interview was
that when he attended La Verne College so much was left to
the students to devise themselves,” says Al Clark, professor of
humanities. “Administration would say, ‘OK, you want to
have a Campus Times? Figure out how to pay for it, figure out
how to print it, figure out how to get advertising for it, and
we’ll be happy to look at the copy when it’s finished.’”
Into this environment, Charles (Chuck) Davis started his
freshman year at La Verne fall 1941, two years after his father
Charles Ernest Davis was inaugurated as the 12th president.
Chuck remembers gaining a printing press
his freshman year. Classmate Candelario
Mendoza, a senior, knew of a Chandler
and Price 10 x 15 clamshell press not in
use at Pomona High School. He managed
to acquire it and place it in Founders Hall
basement. “I had been interested in printing before because my dad had bought a
little printing press, and I knew a little bit
about it,” Chuck says. The next year, Chuck
was elected commissioner of publications,
charged with negotiating the yearbook
contract plus being responsible to bring in
advertising to pay for the cost of getting the
newspaper printed. “You had advisers, but
they didn’t know anything about printing.
They knew a little something about English, but I don’t think
they really had that much experience in journalism, so you
pretty much did what you thought you needed to do.” For his
junior year, Chuck was named the editor of the Campus
Times and the yearbook. He recalls that he knew who was
going to enroll at the college since his father was president
and took advantage of that by previewing applications to see
who had journalism experience. He then recruited new students as they enrolled.
Chuck was drafted into World War II spring 1943 as a conscientious objector and was stationed at a civilian public
service camp in Waldport, Oregon, where he planted trees
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along the West Coast. He continued his passion for printing
and brought a small printing press with him. Among the
many newsletters he wrote, he also printed a small booklet
full of poems. He recalls that they would sell his booklets for
about 25 cents. He chuckles as he explains that he recently
sold one of his old booklets for $165.
Chuck returned to La Verne College in 1946 and graduated
in 1948, the same year his father retired as president. Chuck
worked as a printer and taught printing management at Los
Angeles Trade Technical College, retiring in 1984 after 27
years. Following, for nine years, he owned and operated

Windsor Graphics. He has always held an avocation toward
clock collecting and repair.

Daryl Brandt: Orange grower, alumnus
Daryl Brandt’s father Jesse C. Brandt is the man for whom
Brandt Residence Hall is named. Jesse held many distinguished
positions at the University for nearly 40 years, including teaching physics and mathematics, serving as an administrator and
leading on the Board of Trustees. While serving at the College,
he farmed a 30 acre citrus ranch to supplement his income for
his family, which held six children. Daryl’s recalls working
alongside his father in the groves. Each winter, they would

“smudge” to keep the fruit from freezing.
Smudging consisted of lighting oil in an apparatus so that it would burn and warm the air
around the trees. It was a dirty proposition.
“We had some freezes in ‘39 when I was
young that the smudge was so thick that the
sidewalks were black, and when you walked
you could see your footprints, and all the
houses were full of soot.” Daryl worked in the
citrus groves while a La Verne College student. He remembers a time during World War
II when German prisoners of war, detained at
the L.A. County Fairgrounds, would come in
as a crew to pick the citrus. During a particularly rainy month, they had to bring a load of
citrus out of the grove and up to the packing
house. “The truck was loaded, and it sank in
the mud clear down to the hubcaps. We
didn’t know how we were going to get it out
of there. The German prisoners said, ‘Oh, no
problem,’ and they called the whole crew
over, and they pushed the truck right up onto
the road. They said that’s what they had to do
with tanks when they were in the war. That
was quite an unusual experience,” Daryl says.

Robert Neher: scientist, teacher
Robert “Bob” Neher served on the La Verne
City Council, in addition to leading as interim
dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, interim provost and biology division head for 50
plus years at the University of La Verne. His
rich trove of memories includes cleaning the
cage of a reticulated python with biology faculty member Harvey Good, when it bit Harvey then coiled around him. “We both survived, but he’s still got teeth in his arm from
the snake bite,” Bob says.
He recalls a student who was not doing well
in his biology class. The student saw him after
failing a test: Bob remembers telling the student that he knew he could pass the class; he
just did not think he was spending the time to
focus on it. “I remember saying, ‘I’ll tell you
what I’ll do; I’ll give you a D if you promise
not to take another biology course.’ He was
doing that badly.” Several years later, Bob had
a chance reunion with this student at Pacific
Northwest area church. The student spoke
about something that had changed his life,
and he told the congregation about the time
that Dr. Neher had given him a second
chance and gave him a D in biology. “Little
did I know he had gone on to get his advanced degree in biology and had become a
rather well known teacher there,” Bob says. “I
guess that was the right thing to do in his case.
You never know what’s going to happen.” n

David Oglesby tells whether the ‘big one’ is in
La Verne’s immediate future
BY CELENE VARGAS PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOLENE NACAPUY DESIGN BY MELANIE LOON

“I remember everything started shaking,” says Katrina Sire, adjunct faculty for the office of
community engagement and the writing program, recalling her first earthquake experience,
the Whittier Narrows 5.9 magnitude shaker that struck at 7:42 a.m. on Oct. 1, 1987. Prior
to this moment, she didn’t even know what an earthquake was. “I was about 9 years old,
and we were getting ready for school. I just dropped my backpack and ran to the nearest
doorway to hide. My sister’s bedroom was at the front of the house, and it hit harder there
for some reason. She ran out of her room into the hallway, and the radiator’s grill fell on her.
It was terrifying; I won’t ever forget the earthquake. My neighborhood actually set up tents
outside, and everyone slept in their front yards for a couple nights because everyone was
saying there was going to be a big one afterward.”
Despite this harrowing account, the “big one” has not happened yet, but we are due for one,
says David Oglesby, department chair of Earth sciences and professor of geophysics at the University of California, Riverside. “Everyone in California should wake up ready to face an earthquake.” Earthquakes in California are long feared but sometimes reduced to a source of entertainment in parody videos like one recently released by Buzzfeed, which shows how people
from Los Angeles are more surprised by rain than by earthquakes. In the video, workers at an
office panic when it starts to rain. At the end, once it stops raining, an earthquake hits, and two
Californians react flippantly, only sparing a moment’s thought before laughing and going back
to work. People may see quakes as a laughing matter because they are not aware of the dangers they are facing. Also, there has not been a “major” quake in California since 1857.

La Verne’s quake threat
The threat is local with the city of La Verne having two major fault
lines that pose a danger: the San Andreas fault and the Sierra
Madre fault. “It’s already known that La Verne is at a high seismic
risk,” says David, who grew up in Claremont, California. He says
La Verne residents should be more cautious of the Sierra Madre
fault. “The San Andreas [fault] certainly does pose a danger to La
Verne, but even closer than the San Andreas, the biggest fault is the
Sierra Madre fault zone. It underlies the San Gabriel Mountains.
That’s why the San Gabriel Mountains are there; they’re being lifted
up on the Sierra Madre fault.” Most at risk, says the scientist, are
big ranch style homes that are popular in California and are seen
in certain parts of La Verne and surrounding areas. They pose more
of a safety risk than standard one-story houses. “The one story
homes are relatively strong and not brittle so they tend to hold up
well during earthquakes.” However, during an earthquake, the real
danger does not come from a building collapsing on people.
“Drop, cover and
hold on is what you
want to do because,
in an earthquake, the
real danger for most
people in California
is stuff in the building
falling on you,” he
says. If there is no
desk or sturdy chair
to hide under, the
next best thing is to
stay against a wall
that does not have
anything mounted on
it. David stresses to
avoid running outside. However, if a
person is already outside when an earthquake hits, it is best
to stay there.
Myths about how
to survive earthquakes have circulated, like camping
outside the way Katrina’s neighbors did

following the Whittier event. David remembers reading an email
chain myth called “The Triangle of Life,” telling people not to hide
under desks but to crouch next to them. That way, if something
were to fall on the desk, it would create a triangle shielding the
person from any more danger. The person giving the information
claimed to be an expert in earthquakes when he actually was not.
“This kind of information that gets circulated is dangerous. You
should always double check the sources,” he says.

Earthquake dangers
In order to combat the dangers posed by these fault lines, California has earthquakes codes that dictate how structures should be
built so they are resistant to seismic activity. Despite this, some
buildings have not been retrofitted, and one enters at her own risk.
Plaques on some D Street Old Town shops used to warn shoppers
that a few buildings were not up to earthquake codes. David says
that luck is also involved in a building surviving a major quake. He
notes that some buildings will be intact while others are knocked
down because of the soil composition. Structures built on bedrock
tend to do better than those erected on sediment, which tends to
“liquefy” during major quake activity.
Earthquakes become a real issue when they cross the “five” on
the seismic scale. “Quakes higher than five could start causing significant damage. You start getting into the sixes, and you run the
risk of fatalities. Higher than that, and you start running into major
disaster territory,” David says. Scientists have determined that when
the San Andreas last broke, it registered a 7.9 in 1857 in Fort
Tejon—a high number but hardly the mammoth quake modeled in
the movie “San Andreas.” This popular 2015 release shows massive tsunamis and the ground breaking apart. In order for tsunamis
to happen, the San Andreas Fault would have to be a thrust fault,
meaning the fault plates would overlap each other at an angle so
when they move, the ground would be pushed up. It would also
have to be near water. In reality, the San Andreas is a strike-slip
fault that has two plates sliding past each other. There is no pulling
apart, and the ground does not get pushed up; it just causes it to
shake. Also, the San Andreas fault is on the other side of the San
Gabriel Mountains. The closest it comes to La Verne is near Wrightwood, which David says is not close enough to the ocean for a
tsunami to develop. “Even the largest conceivable earthquake happening in California will not break off a chunk of California and
turn it into an island or sink it into the ocean. The sense of fault
motion property is wrong even if you ignore the matter of scale.” In
other words, there will be no beach-front property in Arizona.
However, the Sierra Madre fault is a thrust fault and can cause

PREVIOUS : David Oglesby,
department chair of Earth
sciences and professor of
geophysics at the University
of California Riverside,
explains that when
scientists understand exactly
how strong the rocks are on
a fault and how much
friction they exert, then they
might be able to come close
to predicting earthquake
activity. Faults are locked by
friction, and the plates move
at a constant rate. At some
point in time, when the
plates no longer can hold
back the friction, they slide
and cause an earthquake.

BOTTOM: Essential items
when preparing for a
disaster include a whistle,
local maps, a three-day
supply of non-perishable
foods and extra batteries.
Also handy items to have
ready for use include
personal sanitation items
like hand sanitizer, lotion,
maxi pads and Q-Tips.

mountain rockslides, but La Verne residents in the valley do
not have to worry about giant boulders falling on them.

Predicting earthquakes
The San Andreas fault line does not have the predictability of
the Old Faithful Geyser in Yellowstone National Park, but it
has slipped a few times in recorded history, and many people try to chart its frequency to predict when it may break
again. “The timing is not consistent in general,” David says.
“When you look at the historical, even prehistorical geological record of earthquakes, you rarely find anything that looks
regular.” While scientists cannot predict when an earthquake
will happen, they can look to the past. “In nature, we know
that if it has happened before, it can happen again.” This is
the kind of work David does. He and his team create simulations using examples from past earthquakes to see how future shakers can affect Southern California. The data they
collect from the simulations can then be used for city plans
and guide new building construction.
Even though there has not been a modern era earthquake
in Southern California with a magnitude of 7.9, it is true residents are due for one. “It is a waiting game,” David says.
“Now, as a scientist and public safety enthusiast, I vote that
we don’t wait. There is a lot we can do in the meantime to
prepare ourselves for it, but we can’t do anything about the
earthquake itself; it will happen.” Many people, whipped
into an earthquake frenzy by the media, think this means the
next big quake will tear the ground from the desert to the
Central Valley. David says that is not the case. “To have an
earthquake of a certain size, you have to have a fault of a
certain size, and while the San Andreas is big, but it isn’t that
big. The great Chilean earthquake of 1960 was magnitude
9.5. It had numerous aftershocks the size of the San Francisco earthquake; yet, you didn’t see buildings collapsing
like dominoes or giant chasms opening in the ground. There
was a tsunami, but it wasn’t hundreds of meters high like
something you see in the movie. Everything [in the movie] is
not just turned up to 11 but to 25 on a scale of 10.”
So what kind of damage can a 7.9 earthquake cause? The
Fort Tejon earthquake of 1857 caused trees to be uprooted
and buildings to be destroyed. Strong shaking happened that

lasted up to three minutes. It was felt in San Diego and Las
Vegas; there were two fatalities, one being a heart attack.
Foreshocks were reported up to nine hours before the main
quake. However, David says not even foreshocks can be a
reliable pre-indicator. “Nature doesn’t care what we call
them; they’re all earthquakes.” He says seismographs don’t
indicate whether an earthquake is a foreshock, main shock
or aftershock. Every once in a while, what scientists believed
to be an aftershock is stronger than the main earthquake.
The closest scientists have come to predicting an earthquake
is by placing sensors near fault lines. This only gives a few
seconds of notice, but it can be enough to at least turn off
utilities. David says that sensors on the San Andreas fault
could give up to 20 seconds notice to prepare if the signal is
sent to Los Angeles. However, placing the sensor on the
Sierra Madre fault line would not be as helpful, given its
proximity to La Verne. And while the sensors are utilized in
Japan, they are still going through a trial period before installation in California.

How to prepare for a disaster
The best thing to do is to be prepared. David suggests buying multiple emergency bags, at least one for the house
and one for the car. He did it himself this year, buying a
basic kit from Lowell’s. The bags should have food and
water that can last for a few days in case one is trapped. If
a person cannot get out from where she took cover,
chances are no one else will be able to perform a rescue
immediately. David references Hurricane Katrina and how
it took days for people to receive aid. He also suggests
bolting things down, like bookcases, and not having heavy
objects above the bed, like paintings or frames. He tells
the story of a student who slept through an earthquake
only to awake in the morning with a huge TV that flopped
off its wall mount onto the bed right next to his head. He
stresses to never run outside during an earthquake and recalls the story of two women who ran outside of a shop
during a California quake in the early 2000s and died because roofing materials fell on them. Everyone who stayed
inside was fine.
As a scientist with extensive earthquake knowledge,
David says he tries not to always think
about pending danger, but sometimes he
will observe a building’s structural integrity.
“I was house hunting and found a house
with large windows, which already make
me nervous, but the house was also on a
cliff with the back being held up by stilts.”
Even some of the UC Riverside buildings
make him nervous, he says, especially the
ones with all glass. Fortunately, he knows
that those buildings are reinforced with
steel. “There is safety in knowing that even
if a destructive earthquake were to hit
Southern California, it won’t cause as many
fatalities as it would in a less developed
country. I don’t want to scare people; I just
want them to be prepared.” n
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It is the middle of the night, and rain begins to accumulate on the University of La Verne’s barren sidewalks. The grass is damp, and the crisp
air smells fresh. All seems quiet, calm and peaceful. Quiet nights like
these at times set the canvas for the opposite. This is one such night.
Conversation is heard from a distance; it grows louder and stronger.
What first started as unintelligible sentences are now threatening and distinct
shouts of aggression. Quickly, Laura Avalos arrives at the scene.

Serving and protecting
As the lead campus safety officer overseeing eight others, Laura ensures her
fellow officers follow procedures and
policies so students, faculty and visitors
feel safe and secure. “There’s someone
here to look out for them,” Laura says.
“I would put my life at risk for the students. That’s what I’m all about. My
duty is to protect others.”
Before becoming an officer, Laura
started as a housekeeper for the University, earning $4.25 an hour. This was 15
years ago. Soon, she learned of an open
position in the University Campus
Safety Department. If she gained the
job, she would be making $8.25, which
was “marvelous pay” back then, she remembers, especially for a single mother
looking to provide for her family. After
her interview, John Lentz, then director
of Campus Safety, explained she would
have an answer within the next few
weeks since he had more candidates to
interview. “I started to walk out, but then I turned around and said, ‘I
really need to know now and get an answer,’” Laura explains. “And
that’s how I got in.” Laura does not consider herself to be an aggressive
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or tough individual but laughs and says, “That’s a question for my kids.”
Her family is the driving force behind her life motivation. “They’re the
reason why I get up every morning to go to work, and why I continued
my education—so they wouldn’t get what I got growing up.” Her sternness landed her a job in Campus Safety at age 20. “I had to lie about
my age to the students due to the fact I
had to get respect back from them,”
Laura says. “This experience made me
push my attitude up.”
The Campus Safety Department she
joined was a nine-member staff. The
Department she leads today holds more
campus power and presence. It is also
busier, handling a multitude of calls. “It
definitely isn’t what it used to be,” Laura
says. “It varies from one boss to the
other. My boss used to check whether
we even had black socks on and made
sure our uniforms were ironed. It has always been about what we can do for
others, but now it’s more relaxed. We
are still a staff of nine officers, 15 years
later. The workload is harder since
there’s no extra help.” Present day calls
range from access to injuries, substance
abuse to parking. “A call that stood out
to me was a bomb threat in 2001
around the time when 9/11 happened,”
Laura says. “Terrorist calls were happening, and I’m the one who received the
call. It was traced to the pay phone
across Circle K.” The individual making
the call said the bomb was in the largest
building. Founder’s Hall, Mainiero and
La Fetra were then the largest buildings on campus and were all evacuated. No bomb was found. “We were in the middle of finals, so maybe
someone wanted to get out of doing their final,” she surmises.

PREVIOUS: Starting as a
housekeeper for the
University of La Verne,
Laura Avalos, lead campus
safety officer, began her
journey in the department
15 years ago when she
interviewed with former
Director of Campus Safety
John Lentz. Her sternness in
the interview proved
effective; she was offered
the job on the spot.

ABOVE: Parking violators in
Lot E receive citations from
Laura. She says she does not
understand why some
individuals who are cited
are upset. Laura admits
safety officers give drivers a
large amount of leeway in
parking situations.

Laura holds the
power to arrest,
which she knows
how to do properly
without hurting an individual due to her
extensive training and
self-defense classes.
However, Laura is
concerned about being placed in a situation without carrying
the right equipment.
“We were given the
‘go’ about 18 months
ago to carry handcuffs, pepper spray
and a baton, but now
we cannot use this
equipment. From
what I heard, carrying
the equipment would
make the students feel
unsafe due to the police brutality happening in the media. They
don’t want us to have
that perception as
Campus Safety officers.” Although specific details were
never given to the
Campus Safety officers as to exactly why,
all Laura and her officers were told was that this switch in direction came from upper management. Nevertheless, Laura
has a different mentality of how the uniform should be perceived. “When I’m in the uniform, all I’m looking for is the
safety of others. A uniform shouldn’t reflect anger or aggressiveness; it should reflect safety.”
Parking and tickets have been a controversial issue at the
University this year with the unavailability of parking
spaces. “Giving tickets is a part of my job,” Laura says, “Just
like they [students, faculty and staff] get a ticket, I would
get a ticket if I parked illegally. The parking issue is a little
frustrating because people don’t take the time to understand. They all believe it’s Campus Safety’s fault, instead of
understanding that within [a few] months, it will be resolved with the parking structure. They only see the negative side, not the positive.” She is at the front lines of people desperate to park their cars. She recounts a story of
being pushed around physically on campus by a student
football player, late for his practice, simply because she
told him he could not park in a specific area. This incident
ignites her concern toward possessing proper defensive
tools to protect officers and the La Verne community.
“I believe not just my position—but my officers as well—
are not as appreciated as we should be,” Laura explains.
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“The University does not take the time to look closer and
recognize the individuals who are here to serve and protect
them. They believe we’re just here to unlock doors, and
we’re not. We’re here to risk our lives for them.”
Laura’s safety and cultural mindset, learned through her
on-the-job training, is respected and appreciated by her fellow Campus Safety officers. “She’s a fantastic employee
and goes above and beyond expectations,” says Jeff Clark,
director of Campus Safety. “She is endeared by the staff
and students and knows every inch of the University. She’s
been here longer than I, and I rely on her a lot.” Laura and
Jeff are holding more personnel and special training for
Campus Safety officers, including training for active shooting situations. On special occasions, such as Homecoming
Weekend 2015, the Department was supplemented by 14
additional Securitas Security Services officers, bringing the
total to 22 for the weekend event. “Homecoming is one of
the biggest operational plans because of the planning and
implementation of personnel,” Jeff says. “She follows up,
and that’s why she’s out running around and getting everything done. Laura was key in setting up all of this.”
The University of La Verne is considered a safe campus
and is ranked No. 13 in the top 50 universities for campus
safety, according to Security Magazine, as of Nov. 1, 2014.
“While La Verne is as safe as we can possibly make it, students can lose their awareness,” says Dr. Loretta Rahmani,
dean of Student Affairs and Title IX coordinator at La Verne.
“They should have safety first and a heightened awareness.” Loretta holds a sincere appreciation for Laura and
the work she does. “Laura’s been here for a long time, and
she is now the lead Campus Safety officer, and it is so welldeserved. She’s gone back to school to get her degree, and
she really cares about the students.” Loretta compares
Laura’s work performance to the Five Levels of Commitment cited by Terrance Roberts of the Little Rock Nine. He
was one of the first African American students to attend
school at Little Rock Central High School in 1957. His five
levels include, ‘“I’ll think about it”; “I’ll try”; “I’ll do what I
can”; “I’ll do what is required”; and “I’ll do whatever it
takes.” Loretta says, “Laura is at that ‘I’ll do whatever it
takes’ level for all whom she serves.”

Outside the uniform
Not only is Laura at the fifth level of commitment for the
University community, she is also there for her family. “I
have beautiful kids and a handsome husband. We are a
very united family. We always have bonding time, from
playing soccer to playing cards or watching a movie. It’s
very important to me to make sure they go on the right
path and continue that path. If for some reason they don’t,
it’s my job to get them back on.” Laura is also a student in
the University’s Campus Accelerated Program for Adults.
Through CAPA, she is pursuing her bachelor’s degree in
business. “While going to school and learning the different
aspects of business, I have been encouraged by my friends
and family to open up my own business,” she says with excitement in her voice. “My 9-year-old daughter, ‘little
Laura,’ has a passion for doing hairstyles, so if I open a

beauty salon business, I see it as a starting point for her, because everything I do is for my kids. Outside of the uniform, I am a loving mother. I consider myself a good wife
and a good mom and a loyal friend. Everything I do is for
my kids. I know I can do it.” And if her daughter grows up
and wants to do something different? “We’ll just go in a
different direction.”
Laura is an individual who
has made an impact on her
family, students and faculty.
“People open up to me and
tell me their stories because
they know they can confide
in me. I try to push people to
be something more than what
they are.” She has attained
strong relationships with others. Esmeralda Escudero, now
an alumna, asked her to be the maid-of-honor at her wedding. Laura happily accepted. Students confide in Laura
when they have their best days, as well as their worst. “We
had a student who was suicidal and refused to talk to anyone but me,” she says. “Why? I don’t know. But anything
that anyone has told me, it’s between us.”
On patrol during Homecoming, Laura spots her daughter’s preschool teacher, who has a five-month old baby
girl. Laura stops the cart in the middle of the University
Quad, squeals, jumps out and continues to smile and
laugh with the baby. “If you haven’t noticed,” Laura says,
“I love kids.” Although her life has positively impacted
others and has been filled with many happy moments,
Laura also struggled personally. She met her husband Jose
Avalos in 2002 through mutual friends, soon married and
had children. Everything seemed seamless. However, in
2008, she and her husband were separated due to his legalization status. “They call it voluntary deportation,
which kept him out of the United States for 21 months,”
Laura explains. Jose was sent back to Mexico. “This made
me become a single mom once again, but instead of with
one kid, with three.” It was a tough time. “I got through it
with the help of the University. I would go back to my office and find a gift card for Stater Bros., Costco or Food 4
Less, or a basket of food on my desk. For Christmas, the
Human Resources Department made Christmas happen
for me and other families who were struggling.” She put
up a donation jar in the office, trying to make it through
this trying time—but not for supplemental income or food
for her own family. “The jar was for my mother-in-law,”
Laura explains. “At the same time, in November of 2009,
she had been diagnosed with breast cancer. The jar was
for assistance for getting her surgery, medication and radiation. Checks kept coming in, which helped with the
whole process. I got donations from people I didn’t even
know. I even had students donate. We made it through the
process with everyone’s assistance.”
Not only was her mother-in-law fighting breast cancer
and her husband away, Laura’s third child was a threemonth-old infant. She says her dedication as a mother

kept her strong. “To get my husband back, I wrote Congresswoman Grace Napolitano about our situation, and
thanks to that wonderful lady, three months later I received a letter that his case was approved, and he was
ready to receive his visa.” Laura had a chance to personally thank the Congresswoman who was key in helping
her husband come back from Mexico when she visited the
University in 2012. Then, there
were several attacks on politicians,
and safety was of vital importance.
“I was asked to be her personal
body guard around campus, and I
said, ‘Yes,’” Laura says. She begins
to get teary-eyed. “I was willing to
risk my life for someone who gave
something back to me.”
Now, her husband is a legalized
citizen, her mother-in-law is cancer-free, and the family is back together. “I couldn’t have
done it without the University’s help, and the good heart
of all the people I work with. We’re a Leo Family. We’re
not just a number; we really are an individual.” All the
help she received during this difficult time inspired her to
give back. “When I have the opportunity to help someone,
I do. And when they ask me how they can repay me, I tell
them to help someone else and keep the chain going.” n

BOTTOM: Within the Sports
Science and Athletics
Pavilion, Campus Safety
Officer Laura Avalos logs her
shift report. From issuing
parking citations, to
opening locked doors for
students, Campus Safety
officers log these activities
for safety purposes and in
the event of audits on the
University of La Verne.

Alvarez says ID checks could theoretically be implemented
in the future, but right now there are no plans to do so.
For now, Leo Park has become a hub of activity, especially after sundown. High school youths use the park after
school, with students and community members dominating the court at night. Often, the lights are kept on past
midnight, giving players time to perfect their B-Ball craft.
For some of Leo Park’s non-University visitors, the space
provides an opportunity to relax and appreciate what ULV
has to offer. “We were actually coming out here to play
basketball, but it’s a little too hot for that,” says Vanessa
Koehl, a Citrus College humanities major interested in making
the jump to ULV. On this September day, though, jumping is
the last thing Vanessa feels like
doing. Instead of a sweaty game
of B-ball in hundred degree
weather, she and her friend Peter sit laughing and enjoying the sights and sounds around
them, not unlike many La Verne students on a muggy September afternoon. They tend to be chatterboxes, trading tidbits of gossip from their own school, occasionally muttering a “No way” or a “No she didn’t.” Perhaps they’re not
exercising, but they certainly seem invested in the latter
part of Wahba’s Leo Park mantra: “Exercise and socialize.”
“We probably come here about twice a week,” says
Jonathan Fahy, a little winded from his skirmish with his
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Frantic foot stomps fill the court as players maneuver, trying to find the perfect shot position. A ball bounces rhythmically up and down, and with every dull thud, the players
become more and more possessed by its hypnotic cadence. There is the unmistakable swish as the ball jets
through the air, followed by a reverberant clang and a disappointed groan as the ball ricochets off the rim. “So
close!” These are the sounds of a pickup basketball game
at the new Leo Park where students and community members alike take part in the action.
Leo Park sits at the corner of D Street and Arrow Highway on the footprint of the former historic Orange Association business offices, later re-purposed as the Educational
Management building. The park project was initially championed by former ASULV Vice President Michael Wahba,
who felt students needed a space to play recreational basketball other than the Athletic Pavilion’s intercollegiate
gymnasium, where priority often goes to the multitude of
La Verne’s NCAA sports teams. At the University of La
Verne, recreational areas are scarce. After the historic old
gym was demolished in 2009 to make room for the Campus Center, students were left with little room to play basketball. Leo Park helps alleviate that problem, giving students a place to get their game on, as well as providing a
wide array of workout amenities.
“The passion really developed after all the hurdles we
had to jump through,” Wahba says. “Because of Leo Park’s
location, there was a lot of bargaining back and forth be-

tween the University and the city.” During his run as
ASULV Vice President, Wahba spent time at La Verne City
Hall meetings trying to push the Leo Park project through
the city’s litany of loopholes. Not only were there permit
concerns, but there was history to preserve. The site
played host to the citrus industry’s main headquarters. La
Verne’s economy centered on its oranges and lemons for
nearly 100 years. “Looking back at it, I definitely feel
there was a lot of bureaucracy involved,” says Wahba,
who now works in Ohio for the national chapter of his La
Verne fraternity Phi Delta Theta. “But at the time, it was
more of ‘Why can’t we make this work’?” After more
meetings and compromises, Wahba stuck to his plan and
promised himself he would see it through before he graduated. Ultimately, January 2014 came, and Wahba took
the commencement walk, with nowhere for students to
“exercise and socialize,” as he describes it. Two months
later, Wahba got the call telling him the project had at
long last been approved by the city.
Since its grand opening in November 2014, Leo Park has
become the ideal destination for a quick pickup game, but
the space is not fenced off and often plays host to nonUniversity guests sharpening up their hoop game as well.
“A number of folks felt it should be restricted,” says Paul
Alvarez, professor of kinesiology and director of the athletic training program. “But I think the practical element is
as long as community members come out here and treat it
with respect, I think we would like to be good neighbors.”

three friends—Mark, David and Alec. “It’s just a great place
to play and forget about work and life for a while.” It is also
common to happen on a younger crowd shooting hoops in
the lazy afternoons when most University students are still
in class. Michael and Alec, two Bonita High school freshmen, took advantage of the empty space one afternoon for
a few uninterrupted one-on-one games. For the slightly
smaller Alec, the afternoon was more of a lesson in humility than anything else. “I’ve lost every time!” he almost
yells in frustration. “I quit.” Alec’s retirement from basketball may not have been as graceful as Kobe Bryant’s, but it
was certainly unique in its own
boisterous way.
Back in June 2015, Leo Park
had another surprise visitor. After
bidding farewell to ULV six
months earlier, Michael Wahba
managed to take the court for the
first time, a feeling all the more
satisfying since it is a court he helped erect. “All of my
friends would send me pics, but I was really excited to actually see something that I had helped come to fruition,” he
laughs. Wahba and his friends played into the comfortable
June night, and as Wahba took his shot, he felt the adrenaline, the release, the familiar routine of being back in college once again, knowing nothing else but the thrill of the
game. Leo Park, too, began as a long shot, but it ended up
being nothing but net. n

Playing basketball since
age 4, University of La
Verne freshman Ethan
Fulsher, from Portland,
Oregon, regularly contests
on the court with friends
and other amateurs in the
evening. Many players
prefer Leo Park because it
provides a safe
environment for those
who want to join a pick up
game and make friends.

A juvenile Anna’s hummingbird flutters from flower to flower in search of more nectar. Males are easily
recognizable by their bright pink throat feathers, but females and juveniles are dull in comparison. The
birds also help with plant pollination when collecting nectar by spreading pollen to other locations.

The warm sunlight reflects
off the still water in Bonelli
Park’s Puddingstone Lake,
a 250-acre artificial lake
that was historically used
as a flood control basin.
Today, it is a place for
visitors to enjoy
recreational activities such
as fishing, boating, water
skiing and bird watching.
The lake is home to more
than 250 species of birds
that can be observed year
round. Bird life at the east
end of the lake near the
camp grounds is especially
prolific because
it is protected from
motor boat activity.

A greater roadrunner, with its beak agape, shows off its crest as it looks in
the direction of the object that piqued its interest. Greater roadrunners
may not be able to fly as well as other birds, but they have been known to
reach running speeds of up to 20 miles per hour. They are native to the
deserts of the southwestern United States.
A mallard drake dries
himself by flapping his
wings repeatedly. Mallards
are a common sight near
water, and males are
identified by their iridescent
green heads. They are
known as the ancestor of
domestic ducks due to their
interbreeding capabilities.
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Some have traveled thousands of miles to find a place to
temporarily call home, and others have long been familiar with its murky depths and sandy shores. They roam the
shallow waters of Puddingstone Lake with their iridescent
green heads and black bodies with beady red eyes. Their
loud recognizable squawks echo in a unison as they
chase pieces of bread scattered across the ground by children. Many know them as the ducks seen at every other
park, but these common birds are mallards and American
coots, just two of more than 250 species of birds that can
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be observed throughout the year at the 1,975-acre Bonelli
Park in San Dimas.
The easiest to spot are the abundant waterfowls found
floating near the shores of Puddingstone Lake. Mallard
and coots are the most common, but larger white birds
can be seen in the distance near the marshes and sometimes sighted wading in the shallow water near the shore.
These herons and egrets are shy and less common but are
more elegant and exciting to finally see. It is not a good
idea to get too close, though, because they will soar back

to the comfortable darkness of the marshes.
Other shorebirds, including killdeer and sandpipers,
hop along the beaches and peck at the debris washed
ashore. One might not even see them while walking on
the beach, because the slightest movement causes the
small birds to flutter away. Grebes look like mallards from
afar, but their elongated necks and narrow beaks are
unique. They silently float across the water and occasionally dive underwater, only to emerge elsewhere.
Though there are many birds on Puddingstone Lake,
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many other species can be found throughout the park. It
may take patience, but one can catch a greater roadrunner scurrying across a dirt path or a downy woodpecker
chattering high up in a tree.
The park is teeming with birds of many sizes and colors, from a small hummingbird fluttering from flower to
flower, to a large heron wading in the marshes. Whether
they are hiding in the tall trees, bobbing on top of Puddingstone Lake or soaring high above, these birds have
made Bonelli Park their home. n

Lead Designer Melanie Loon handlettered the headline with a
marker before incorporating it as
a graphic element, which she
modified with Adobe Illustrator.

When the Gold Line comes, it will change La Verne
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All of the many canopies
built in the newly
constructed Gold Line
Operations Campus in
Monrovia double as solar
panels, collecting energy
to be used by Metro for its
day-to-day operations.
Power for the trains is
sourced from large
transformers attached to
Southern California Edison
circuits built into every
mile on the track.

It is the year 2024, and parking is not an issue. Students are
now able to scoot around the Los Angeles grid via the
Foothill Gold Line. With its station in close proximity to the
University of La Verne, Metro has made it so Union Station
and Montclair are linked. Student internships and jobs are
now within reach. A bonus gift will be the extra time that
comes from being able to read and do homework to and
from the University while the train rolls down the tracks.
Imagine that. Public transportation that serves the University, and it is coming in the near
future. Well, maybe. There are always conditions. The Foothill
Gold Line master plan is currently
being reviewed, revised and discussed by the Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation Authority, the Joint Powers Authority,
the Technical Advisory Committee, the city of La Verne, the
Pomona Fairplex and the University of La Verne. Though there are
many positive expectations for this
Gold Line station, preparation is
still a long and hard process filled
with obstacles. The good news is

that some of the funding is in place, thanks to residual
Measure R dollars that funded the Gold Line Pasadena to
Azusa segment. Measure R was voted on by Los Angeles
County residents in 2014. Residents were asked to ante up
a half cent sales tax increase—above and beyond other
California counties—to make it happen. The first passage of
the sales tax increase took place in 2009. With its passage,
the Gold Line was built from Pasadena to Azusa. That was a
big step toward bringing the Gold Line to La Verne.

Those with keen memories know that the return of the
train has been talked about for years. Yet, it has ripened to a
real possibility in the last 13 years as cities have joined
forces to find solutions to obstacles. The new addition will
not just serve La Verne. Neighboring cities will open stations, as well: Glendora, San Dimas, La Verne, Pomona,
Claremont and Montclair will join the track. Most cities
east of Azusa are watching, hoping and actively planning.
When finished, the Foothill Gold Line will transport passengers from Montclair to downtown Pasadena in about 40
minutes; to Los Angeles in about 75 minutes along 37.5
miles of track. Representatives of the University say they
cannot wait for the train to come.

Foothill Goldline rallies support
Clive Houston-Brown, ULV vice president of facilities and
technology, has been working with the Foothill Gold Line
company as well the city of La Verne to coordinate arrival
plans. According to Houston-Brown, funding is the first
hurdle to overcome. Aside from the residual Measure R
dollars, an additional tax measure will likely be proposed
and slated for vote to ensure that Los Angeles County residents agree to give additional tax dollars to extend this
project. Houston-Brown is confident the bond will pass in
the first round of voting because of the support the Gold
Line has from the city and University. “The city of La Verne
thinks it will bring vibrancy. We [the University] are really
encouraging the Gold Line to be built. We are hoping this
metro stop will make La Verne more like Old Town
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Pasadena, in the sense that people will come to downtown
La Verne.”
But before you start thinking you hear the train whistle in
the distance, think again. Things are never that easy. The
station will still take another eight years to be completed,
says Houston-Brown. As of now, the projected finish date is
2024. And while the University is in support of a light rail
stop near its campus, it does have a few concerns. Houston-Brown says the Foothill Gold Line engineers suggest
completely closing off A Street and E Street and designating
the intersection of White and Wheeler Avenues for the station. Lisa Levy Buch, director of public affairs for the
Foothill Gold Line, confirms some streets might be closed
in La Verne, depending on the decisions of the design-build
team of the Foothill Gold Line in coordination with the city
of La Verne. In addition, construction will take its toll on
commuters. “I would assume that we will most likely need
to close each grade crossing for several weeks as we update the utilities underground and install the above ground
infrastructure, including communications and safety systems, track, new curbs, gutters, and sidewalks,” Buch says.
This plan does not sit well with University officials. One
of the reasons the University is supporting the construction
of the Gold Line station is so parking problems for commuters are improved, and street congestion on D Street
could be improved. However, if Gold Line officials plan on
closing off two entire streets, that would cause another
problem altogether. “ULV is not happy about closing off
these streets because it will ruin the traffic flow. Over-

Four test trains are waiting
to be cleaned at the Gold
Line Operations Campus in
Monrovia on Oct. 20, 2015.
Test Trains were used out
of this yard on the
completed Phase 2A
extension tracks serving
Azusa to Pasadena and
beyond. Metro ran test
trains for months before
offering service to the
public. The Gold Line
Foothill Extension officially
opened on March 5, 2016.

RIGHT: Clive HoustonBrown, vice president of
facilities and technology at
the University of La Verne,
has served as the bridge
between the University of
La Verne, the city of La
Verne and Metro during
Foothill Gold Line extension
planning. Houston-Brown
hopes that approval and
completion of Phase 3A of
this project, which would
bring service from Azusa to
Montclair, will bring new
life to the city of La Verne,
as well as help alleviate the
impacted state of parking at
the University of La Verne.

BOTTOM: East of E Street,
just north of Arrow
Highway and along the
Burlington Northern Santa
Fe Railway is the proposed
site for the La Verne
station, a part of Phase 3A
of the Gold Line Foothill
Extension. Plans for the
station include a 575 space
parking structure south of
the tracks, as well as
building an additional two
tracks for the Gold Line so
the existing freight line can
continue service.

crowding at La Verne is a problem we want to solve, not
make worse,” Houston-Brown says. He is joined by La
Verne Mayor Donald Kendrick in this mandate. La Verne
City Council minutes from June 15, 2015 when the city approved a cooperative agreement with Foothill Gold Line reflect the city’s wishes: “The mayor stressed strong desire to
not have permanently closed streets.”

Mayor Kendrick reveals partner plans
Transit Oriented Development is an initiative dedicated to
helping communities thrive from public transportation opportunities. Its mandate: to create sustainable communities where people of all ages and incomes have access to
public transportation. In addition, TOD promotes location
efficiency where people can walk, bike and take public
transit. TOD suggests ways to boost transit ridership and
reduce automobile congestion while creating a sense of
community and place. “[Transit oriented communities]
make it possible to live a lower-stress life without complete dependence on a car for mobility and survival,” the
TOD website says. The logic here is that because people
will feel safer and more inclined to walk and ride transit,
they will be less compelled to use cars, thus, reducing
traffic congestion.
The use of public transportation also encourages a more
sustainable lifestyle, which is a core value of the University and a value supported by the city. The expansion of
the light rail will benefit small businesses, schools and residents, says La Verne Mayor Donald Kendrick. “I think
we’re going to see people coming from outside of La
Verne into the city on weekends and the evenings to experience dining and other entertainment.” Kendrick expects
the city of La Verne to expand and create a new energy for
the community. “First Street, along Arrow Highway and
the north side of Fairplex will change completely from the
way it is today. There will be retail, office space, residential
areas; people who live in the TOD area that will not own
cars. It will be a hub of activity,” he says. “I am excited; it
allows La Verne to continue to grow in a very positive
way.” Kendrick believes the expansion of the Foothill Gold
Line will be very beneficial to the city and will help ex-

pand the University by making it easily accessible to students who do not live in the area. “We don’t know all of
the outcomes that the Gold Line will bring at this point in
time, but the traffic that’s going to come is not necessarily
bad. A lot of things need to be done in order for the school
to expand, and the Metro will help the University grow,”
he says, noting that the University will be more accessible
to commuting students.
The mayor says representatives from the city of La Verne,
the University of La Verne and the Pomona Fairplex have
been working together to find the best possible plan to
benefit everyone involved and to make the process as simple as possible. “We have all been meeting monthly for
the decision-making of this process and how we can benefit each other,” he says. “We’re working together as one,
and when it is all said and done, we can be proud of what
we accomplished.” n
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A portrait of former La Verne College President C. Ernest
Davis lies on the kitchen table between his two remaining
children, Chuck, 92, and Virginia, 85. Together, in the Hillcrest home Chuck shares with his wife Mildred, the two recount a heritage that their father embodied, of family and
service that ultimately saved the University from horrible financial troubles in the years following the Great Depression.
Richly hued history books, thinning hardcover ledgers, loose
papers and one golden frame are strewn about the table’s
round wooden surface. Today, this is the place where history
is retold, but more than 60 years ago, it was over broken
bread in kitchens up the West Coast where the University
was saved from financial ruin, through the generosity of
Church of the Brethren families and churches.
That money helped bridge the gap. In the 1930s, the University was $82,000 in debt, an exorbitant amount then,
leaving professors often paid with IOUs instead of paychecks. Some were more willing than others to continue
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teaching on partial salaries. Holding the body and soul of
the College together was Davis, president from 1938 to
1948. In The University of La Verne, A Centennial History:
1891-1991, former history professors Herbert W. Hogan and
Gladdys E. Muir write that Davis was a great orator and a serious student, whose sense of humor “frequently stood him
in good stead.” After graduating from La Verne Academy in
1913, Davis earned his Bachelor of Arts from La Verne College 10 years later. Hogan and Muir note him to be the first
student to graduate magna cum laude from LVC. His master’s degree came from the College of the Pacific, and so began his career in education where he led as president of
Mount Morris College and later taught religion and worked
as field secretary at McPherson College in Kansas.
Even previously before graduating, as a student teacher,
President Davis traveled on behalf of his alma mater, to
build support for education. Following the tenure of Ellis M.
Studebaker, Davis was the “unanimous vote” of the Board of

Charles (Chuck) Davis, 92,
studied journalism and
printing at La Verne College
at the same time his father
C. Ernest Davis was
president of the school.

ABOVE: Virginia and Chuck
kept the many diaries of
their father C. Ernest Davis.
Knowing the College’s bad
financial situation and low
enrollment, C. Earnest
dedicated the beginning of
his presidency to raising
funds and recruiting more
students. In just two
months, he was able to pay
off more than 30 percent of
the College’s debt.

RIGHT: Monday, Aug. 1,
1938, marked the
beginning of C. Ernest’s
presidency: “I am officially
beginning my work as Pres.
of La Verne College today.”
During that time, the
College had only 145
students enrolled and was
$82,000 in debt. C. Ernest
knew how tough the job
was going to be: “I fear I
could not measure up to the
task,” he wrote in April
1938. “La Verne has some
very weighty problems.”

Trustees to lead La Verne College. He went on to serve La
Verne College from 1938 to 1948.
The LVC Board of Trustees asked, “Who knows every
Brethren in the San Joaquin Valley? And who had been in
their homes and talked to them and could still do that?”
Virginia explains. “The College took the same person who
demonstrated ability at 29, as president at 45 years old.”
Hogan and Muir add, “Now, in 1938, 15 years after his
graduation, he was returning to his alma mater as president. He had five children, two of whom would be in college. He knew very well the problems of youth, their
hopes and dreams.”
Preaching up and down the West Coast in Churches of
the Brethren, including the nine Churches in California, C.
Ernest Davis advocated for students at La Verne College. In
Southern California, he spent his presidency speaking to
the Lincoln School PTA, the Lions Club, the Fremont Jr.
High School Fathers and Sons’ Banquet in Pomona, and
many other places, garnering financial support for his students and recruiting new ones. This was accomplished in
just the first two months of his presidency, as recorded in a
diary he kept while leading the college. “Wherever Daddy
went, he had friends,” Virginia, the youngest of his five
children, muses. As an alumnus of Lordsburg Academy, C.
Ernest grew up with the Church of the Brethren, migrating
from the Midwest to Oregon, eventually settling in Southern California where the Church planted. In 1910, 17-yearold Davis was the first of his family to attend college, “and
since then 65 relatives of the Davis/Heisel family have attended Lordsburg Academy/La Verne College/University of
La Verne,” according to Virginia’s notes. She explains,
“Daddy had a unique background in that he was part of
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this flux of people coming in—so
they dispersed all over California
and Oregon—so they [the
Churches of the Brethren] became
the target for new students and
money for the college.” Her notes
add, “In less than a year, he convinced L.M. Davenport to deed
over a lot of property (mostly
warehouses and a skating rink) to
form a trust from which the college
received $300 a month for the
support of the Dept. of Philosophy
and Religion.”
Chuck, his third son, has noticeable resemblance to his father.
“Sometimes I think that too when I
look in the mirror,” he chuckles.
From behind thick glasses, he peers
at the gold-framed black and white
portrait of his father and says, “He
had a confident look about him” as
his fingers trace down a map of the
Church of the Brethren’s migration
along the West Coast in “Settlement of the Brethren on the Pacific
Slope.” Also authored by Muir, the yellowed first page of
Settlement is signed in cursive, “To Charles E. Davis, pioneer, and son of a pioneer. Merry Christmas. Sincerely
yours, Gladdys E. Muir. December 25, 1943.”
Hogan wrote, “During his second year, the President was
able to announce that the balance of the mortgage indebtedness on the main campus and building ($26,500) had
been paid off, largely through the sale of a farm given to the
College by Adam Wenger of Pasadena.” Just as the college
began to stand on more solid ground financially and grow
in enrollment, the draft of World War II shrunk classes as

men entered the military or Civilian Public Service camps.
Davis felt a sense of legacy in his veins that was shared by
his classmates and the families he preached to while on
business for church and education. But it was the family affair that kept loyalty burning amongst the Brethren churches,

she describes her family’s life and mission. “The wheels
were greased—all I had to do was fall in line,” she shrugs
without hesitation. Her mission was her family’s mission—
the sustaining and growing of a good education. Virginia
continues serving full-time as a church organist.
For the churches, for her father and for his children, “the
College” was not just about the name of an educational institution but a family beyond bloodlines that built and kept
building it. n

Virginia Stark-Davis and
Chuck Davis, the remaining
children of C. Ernest Davis,
find a school play program
their father kept in one of
his diaries. C. Ernest Davis,
who was president of La
Verne College from 1938 to
1948, kept a diary from his
boyhood to the day he died.

In 1898, La Verne Academy boasted just 16 graduates and
seven teachers. In Gladdys E. Muir’s centennial history of
the University, a black and white portrait frames them
solemnly as they pose in front of a backdrop that reads,
“TO BE, RATHER THAN TO APPEAR.”

C. Ernest Davis’ 1938 Diary Entries

as they showed hospitality and pledged funds for what they
felt was their school, the education that they wanted for their
children. One agreement was a pledge to donate to the College $1 for each member of the congregation.
Even more than a group effort of the Churches and Davis
family, the names are countless of those who not only sacrificed in their careers to give to the school, but those who
even in retirement served and supported students individually. Davis’ loyalty trickled down to his students, some of
whom worked as staff for decades.
Herbert Hogan, co-author of the Centennial History,
taught history but later became dean and vice president. A
few more familiar names came up in table conversation:
Dwight Hanawalt was director of athletics and became
dean of students, and Richard Landis went on to become
president of the Del Monte Corporation, never forgetting
his University, becoming a major donor and long-tine
member of the Board of Trustees.
The personal, familial investment Davis revived kept him
away from home for much of the time. At the beginning of
his presidency, Virginia, the baby of the family, was in
fourth grade. All but the eldest child of C. Ernest Davis and
Grace Heisel Davis (Philip), pursued a degree in English.
For much of while they dated, Virginia’s father took the
train to La Verne Academy and would take the stop close to
Grace’s home, sending letters in between, which Grace
kept for decades. Chuck and his wife Mildred, class of
1946, are a La Verne College love story; they met on the
first day of school. Mildred was named 1984 Alumna of the
Year. She went on to work as director of alumni relations at
the University until retiring.
As a passionate family historian, Virginia carries the
legacy that built the University of La Verne even in the way
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Fri., April 29: I received a letter from Edgar Rothrock saying that I had been
the unanimous choice of the trustees of La Verne College for President to
succeed Ellis M. Studebaker, who is resigning after fifteen years of service.
Salary would be $2400 per year, a furnished house, and tuition for the children. [Philip would be a senior in college, Barbara a college freshman,
Charles a high school sophomore, Rodney in the 6th grade, and Virginia in
the 4th grade]. I fear I could not measure up to the task. La Verne has some
very weighty problems.
Wed., May 25: Turned in my resignation at the college [McPherson] this
morning and wired Edgar Rothrock my acceptance of the La Verne call.
Mon., Sept. 5: The Dist. Conf. Business Session was held today. The idea of
the churches raising a sum equal to $1 per member per year for the college
was approved.
Sat., Sept. 24: Our enrollment has reached 144 or 145. We withdrew from
the S. Calif. Intercollegiate Athletic Conference today. We will play out our
basketball and baseball schedule but not football as we have too few men to
do it. We will play an independent schedule using freshmen in the team.
Mon., Nov. 7: We lost the Redlands game 12 to 0.
Fri., Nov. 11: Armistice Day. Twenty years after the world war finds America
again being urged into military preparedness.
Mon., Nov. 21: In my mind Adolf Hitler, dictator of Germany, has signed his
own death warrant in his action ordering the name of Jehovah to be removed
from all Protestant churches. This in addition to his treatment of the Jews will
eventually prove his undoing.
Wed., Nov. 30: Finished getting out a letter to our pastors asking for a Christmas offering for the college.
Thurs., Dec. 1: Had to pay our teachers but half their salaries today.
Sat., Dec. 31: 1938 closes with the world in a great muddle. Spain is in a civil
war. Japan fighting China—Invasion of China. Hitler & Mussolini messing up
Europe. Squandermania seems to be the word describing the current U.S.A.
Wed., July 19 [1939]: Borrowed $100 at the bank today to live on.

